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FALL 22

Dear Adventure Cyclist,
Wow, it’s already fall, where does all the time go? It seems like yesterday I
was writing the spring intro letter, letting my mind wander to the numerous
upcoming spring and summer trips I had in store. I rode a lot this summer.
However, I didn’t ride as much as I would have liked to (although maybe I
always have more cycling trips planned than is realistically possible). As
often happens, daily life, work, and family intervened and hampered some of
my more questionable cycling trips — what do you mean it’s not a good idea
to spend two weeks cycling into a remote wilderness with my packraft and
then floating back out with a forest fire ragging in the distance? Okay, you’re
right, a four-day cycling trip in southwest Montana with the family is a better
idea. So how about you, what did you do this summer? Did you finally get
out for that bike overnight with the family? Did you conquer that remaining
map section you’ve longed to do? Are you planning next year’s cross-country
epic? Did you just finish a cross-country epic tour? No matter what you have
planned, Cyclosource has the gear, expertise, and knowledge to inspire and
empower you to make that trip a reality.
So that brings me back to fall. Fall in Montana (and likely where you are as
well) provides, I would argue, the best time for cycling. As the season turns,
the temperatures dip, the RVs head south, the colors change, and the days
become cooler and crisp, I find myself even more drawn to my bicycle, friends,
and desire to drain what little paid time off I still have to get out and ride. With
that being said, the pages to come offer what I feel is the best, vetted cycling
gear available. From the industry’s best bikepacking bags, touring panniers,
and custom-created merchandise and accessories the industry offers, I truly
hope you’ll find something to add to your cycling quiver. As always, before we
add anything into our store, Juliette and I (the Cyclosource staff), Adventure
Cycling tour leaders, and members test, evaluate, and quite often retest
items over the course of the months leading up to our catalog release. Many
items we tested this summer you won’t see in this catalog; many you will.
If we don’t use an item, we won’t sell it. So, instead of taking that gamble
for a pair of discounted shorts, tires, or bike straps off some website, rest
assured that if we sell it, we stand behind it. The pages that follow represent
Adventure Cycling’s touring-specific gear of our choice. No matter what
your tour is, from a trip to the park, or a 3,000-mile trip down the GDMBR or
TransAM, this gear will hold up to whatever you have planned.
So slip off those cycling cleats, take off that Da Brim (or maybe leave
the Da Brim on), and pop the cork off that special bottle of Pelegrino buried
deep in your fridge, and sit back and enjoy. As always, all proceeds from
Cyclosource sales go back into funding all of Adventure Cycling’s work to
improve bicycle travel for all. If you have questions, a product you love that
we should sell, a product we sell that you think we shouldn’t sell? Feel free to
drop us a line: Cyclosource@adventurecycling.org.
From all of us at Adventure Cycling, we wish you a happy, safe, and funfilled fall and winter touring season.
Max Siebert

Products denoted with [

] are exclusive to Adventure Cycling

Cover photograph: Annalisa van den Bergh from Adventure Cyclist photo contest.
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Gear up for
your mission.
Support ours.
Have a dream to ride a bike across your
state, across the country, or around the
world? We’ll help you make it happen.
Adventure Cycling has been changing
people’s lives since 1976, when more than
4,000 cyclists joined us for all or part of
a ride across America celebrating our
nation’s bicentennial. We know what it
takes to live the dream — and we’re happy
to share it with you.

Become a Member
Join Adventure Cycling and you’ll receive
nine issues of inspiration packed into
Adventure Cyclist magazine, discounts on
the bicycle maps in this catalog, and more.
See what we’re all about — visit us today!

MOLLY SUGAR

adventurecycling.org

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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REED SALLANS

Adventure Cycling T-Shirts
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Never Stop Cycling

Bikelingual

Adventure Time

Keep the Wheels Turning

Adventure Cycling’s newest
custom designed T-shirt;
perfect for anyone, anywhere.
100% ring-spun, preshrunk
comfortable cotton. Black
UNISEX SMALL – XXLARGE $24
Small | LW-1062-1
Medium | LW-1062-2
Large | LW-1062-3
XLarge | LW-1062-4
XXLarge | LW-1062-5

The Bicycle: Is Still the World’s
Clean Machine! So enjoy this
updated T-shirt initially created by
Adventure Cycling’s cofounder and
all-around cycling legend Greg
Siple. Get out and Ride! Yellow
UNISEX SMALL – XXLARGE $24
Small | LW-3306-1
Medium | LW-3306-2
Large | LW-3306-3
XLarge | LW-3306-4
XXLarge | LW-3306-5

Support the organization you
love while staying comfortable
and stylish in the process.
Featuring an all-new design
paired with a high-quality
cotton fabric. Maroon
UNISEX SMALL – XXLARGE $24
Small | LW-1067-1
Medium | LW-1067-2
Large | LW-1067-3
XLarge | LW-1067-4
XXLarge | LW-1067-5

Inspired by our COVID-19 response
decals and graphics. Represent the
organization you love, feel good in
comfy cotton, and help encourage
safe behavior, positivity, and, of
course, cycling! Antique Sapphire
UNISEX SMALL – XXLARGE $24
Small | LW-1023-1
Medium | LW-1023-2
Large | LW-1023-3
XLarge | LW-1023-4
XXLarge | LW-1023-5

Order & See More Details Online: adventurecycling.org/store or Call 800.721.8719, 8am–5 pm MST, M–F

Adventure Cycling T-Shirts
Classic TransAmerica
Trail T-Shirt
Relive your ride on the
TransAm Trail with the map
made from names of 250
places taken from the route.
An instant memory generator.
Art is on the front. Sand
UNISEX SMALL – XLARGE $20
XXLARGE $24
Small | LW-701
Medium | LW-702
Large | LW-703
XLarge | LW-704
XXLarge | LW-705

Adventure Cycling
Bike Touring T-Shirt

Rep the organization you love while
looking good in this newly designed
comfortable T-shirt. Heather Gray
MEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $24
Small | LW-1210-1 Medium | LW-1210-3
Large | LW-1210-5 XLarge | LW-1210-7
XXLarge | LW-1210-9
WOMEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $24
Small | LW-1210-2 Medium | LW-1210-4
Large | LW-1210-6 XLarge | LW-1210-8
XXLarge | LW-1210-10

Greg’s Magic Shirt
Whenever Adventure Cycling’s
cofounder Greg Siple wore this
shirt, with images based on the
design by Chuck Harris, it
always drew positive
comments. See if the magic
works for you too! Art is on the
front. 100% cotton. Gray
UNISEX SMALL – XLARGE $24 XXLARGE $24
Small | LW-1201 Medium | LW -1202
Large | LW-1203 XLarge | LW-1204
XXLarge | LW-1205

Travel Perfected
T-Shirt
In Bike We Trust, a new
T-shirt brand by Adventure
Cycling’s former art director
and cofounder Greg Siple, has
released Boogie Bike: a shirt
with attitude. Five-color art
on the front, 100% cotton for
comfort. Black
UNISEX SMALL – XXLARGE $28
Small | BT-539-1
Medium | BT-539-2
Large | BT-539-3
XLarge | BT-539-4
XXLarge | BT-539-5

Great Divide T-Shirt
Not into jerseys but
want to celebrate the
Great Divide Mountain
Bike Route? Check out
this tri-blend tee! Logo
on front, image on
back. Olive
UNISEX SMALL – XXLarge $24
Small | LW-819-1
Medium | LW-819-2
Large | LW-819-3
XLarge | LW-819-4
XXLarge | LW-819-5

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Adventure Cycling Tops

Lightweight, comfortable, moisture-wicking,
anti-microbial, odor-resistant, cooling, multi-use,
multi-season, quick-drying, durable, and UPF 50+ UV
sun protection — are you convinced yet? No matter
what tour you have planned, this is the sunprotecting hoodie for you! Stay sun protected and
cool in all temps. Arctic Blue
UNISEX XSMALL – XXLARGE $40
Small | LW-87-1 Medium | LW-87-2 Large | LW-87-3
XLarge | LW-87-4 XXLarge | LW-87-5

Adventure Cycling Craft Hoodie
Support the organization you love while staying
warm, comfortable, and stylish in the process. A
casual hoodie with an athletic fit and sporty looks
designed for relaxed moments before, during, or
after your ride. 65/35 polyester/cotton blend with a
mesh fabric inside the hood. Black
MEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $55
Small | LW-1208-1 Medium | LW-1208-3
Large | LW-1208-5 XLarge | LW-1208-7
XXLarge | LW-1208-9
WOMEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $55
Small | LW-1208-2 Medium | LW-1208-4
Large | LW-1208-6 XLarge | LW-1208-8
XXLarge | LW-1208-10
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Order & See More Details Online: adventurecycling.org/store or Call 800.721.8719, 8am–5 pm MST, M–F

ALLY MABRY

Adventure Cycling Sun Hoodie by Vapor

Adventure Cycling Jerseys

Adventure Cycling
Bolt Jersey
Represent Adventure
Cycling in this all-new
hi-vis jersey. Utilizing
industry-leading
SpeedPro fabric, these
jerseys are designed to
wick moisture from the
surface of the skin and
push it to the face of the
jersey to evaporate. This
push-pull moisturemanagement system
allows the body to
maintain a consistent,
comfortable body
temperature so all you
have to worry about is
where you should ride to
next. Green/ Black
(men’s); Pink/Blue
(women’s)
MEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $85
Small | LW-9240-1
Medium | LW-9240-2
Large | LW-9240-3
XLarge | LW-9240-4
XXLarge | LW-9240-5
WOMEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $85
Small | LW-9241-1
Medium | LW-9241-2
Large | LW-9241-3
XLarge | LW-9241-4
XXLarge | LW-9241-5

Great Divide Jersey
Completely redesigned in 2018. Come
celebrate 20 years of the Great Divide
Mountain Bike Route with this limitededition excellent-fitting jersey!
MEN’S SMALL – XXXLARGE $85
Small | LW-811-1 Medium | LW-811-2
Large | LW-811-3 XLarge | LW-811-4
XXLarge | LW-811-5 XXXLarge | LW-811-6
WOMEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $85
Small | LW-812-1 Medium | LW-812-2
Large | LW-812-3 XLarge | LW-812-4
XXLarge | LW-812-5

Adventure Cycling Activewear Jerseys
Represent Adventure Cycling in this Craft jersey
featuring moisture-wicking fabric and advanced color
dye for durability. Whether your ride is to the store or
across the country, stay visible, safe, comfy, and cool
in the process. Short-sleeve: Hi-vis Yellow. Longsleeve: Hi-vis Safety Orange
SHORT-SLEEVE
MEN’S
SMALL – XXLARGE $24
Small | LW-406-1
Medium | LW-406-3
Large | LW-406-5
XLarge | LW-406-7
XXLarge | LW-406-9
WOMEN’S
SMALL – XXLARGE $24
Small | LW-406-2
Medium | LW-406-4
Large | LW-406-6
XLarge | LW-406-8

LONG-SLEEVE
MEN’S
SMALL – XXLARGE $28
Small | LW-407-1
Medium | LW-407-3
Large | LW-407-5
XLarge | LW-407-7
XXLarge | LW-407-9
WOMEN’S
SMALL – XXLARGE $28
Small | LW-407-2
Medium | LW-407-4
Large | LW-407-6
XLarge | LW-407-8

U.S. Bicycle Route System Jersey
Show off this vision-of-the-future role of
bicycle travel.
MEN’S SMALL – XXXLARGE $85
Small | LW-3411 Medium | LW-3412
Large | LW-3413 XLarge | LW-3414
XXLarge | LW-3415 XXXLarge | LW-3416
WOMEN’S SMALL – XXXLARGE $85
Small | LW-3421 Medium | LW-3422
Large | LW-3423 XLarge | LW-3424
XXLarge | LW-3425 XXXLarge | LW-3426

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Adventure Cycling Jerseys

Chicago to New York City Jersey

CHRIS WAGENET

From the shores of Lake Michigan to New York City, this
jersey features the skylines of both cities.
MEN’S SMALL – XXXLARGE $85
Small | LW-1705-1 Medium | LW-1705-2
Large | LW-1705-3 XLarge | LW-1705-4
XXLarge | LW-1705-5 XXXLarge | LW 1705-6
WOMEN’S SMALL – XXXLARGE $85
Small | LW-1706-1 Medium | LW-1706-2
Large | LW-1706-3 XLarge | LW-1706-4
XXLarge | LW-1706-5 XXXLarge | LW 1706-6

Lewis & Clark Jersey

Bicycle Route 66 Jersey
Ah, the sights you’ll see on “The Mother Road”
— some of them are pictured on this jersey.
MEN’S SMALL – XXXLARGE $85
Small | LW-661-1 Medium | LW-661-2
Large | LW-661-3 XLarge | LW-661-4
XXLarge | LW-661-5 XXXLarge | LW-661-6
WOMEN’S XSMALL – XXLARGE $85
XSmall | LW-662-0 Small | LW-662-1
Medium | LW-662-2 Large | LW-662-3
XLarge | LW-662-4 XXLarge | LW-662-5
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Lewis and Clark set out to map the
West. Our jersey has a global mapping
theme with prints of the original
journals set into the sleeves.
MEN’S SMALL – XXXLARGE $85
Small | LW-1301 Medium | LW-1302
Large | LW-1303 XLarge | LW-1304
XXLarge | LW-1305 XXXLarge | LW-1306
WOMEN’S SMALL – XXXLARGE $85
Small | LW-1311 Medium | LW-1312
Large | LW-1313 XLarge | LW-1314
XXLarge | LW-1315 XXXLarge | LW-1316

Order & See More Details Online: adventurecycling.org/store or Call 800.721.8719, 8am–5 pm MST, M–F

Adventure Cycling Jerseys

TransAmerica Jersey
A map of the U.S. and an American
flag on this jersey give you a sense
of patriotism as you ride across
America. The back features a
waving-flag design.
MEN’S SMALL – XXXLARGE $85
Small | LW-451 Medium | LW-452
Large | LW-453 XLarge | LW-454
XXLarge | LW 455 XXXLarge | LW-456
WOMEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $85
Small | LW-461 Medium | LW-462
Large | LW-463 XLarge | LW-464
XXLarge | LW-465

Pacific Coast Jersey
Hang 10 along the Pacific Coast from
Vancouver to California.
MEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $85
Small | LW-2201 Medium | LW-2202
Large | LW-2203 XLarge | LW- 2204
XXLarge | LW- 2205 XXXLarge | LW-2206
WOMEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $85
Small | LW-2211 Medium | LW-2212
Large | LW-2213 XLarge | LW-2214
XXLarge | LW-2215

Northern Tier Jersey
Washington State and Maine are the
endpoints on this northern crosscountry route jersey.
MEN’S SMALL – XXXLARGE $85
Small | LW-1501 Medium | LW-1502
Large | LW-1503 XLarge | LW-1504
XXLarge | LW-1505 XXXLarge | LW-1506
WOMEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $85
Small | LW-1511 Medium | LW-1512
Large | LW-1513 XLarge | LW-1514
XXLarge | LW-1515

Southern Tier Jersey
Images and flags from the states
you’ll ride across are displayed on this
dynamic jersey. Features surfers, Texas
Longhorns, oranges, and wildlife.
MEN’S SMALL – XXXLARGE $85
Small | LW-2601 Medium | LW-2602
Large | LW-2603 XLarge | LW-2604
XXLarge | LW-2605 XXXLarge | LW-2606
WOMEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $85
Small | LW-2611 Medium | LW-2612
Large | LW-2613 XLarge | LW-2614
XXLarge | LW-2615

Underground Railroad
Jersey
Atlantic Coast Jersey
Relive some of your favorite memories
from the Atlantic Coast when you put on
this jersey featuring several highlights of
the route.
MEN’S SMALL – XXXLARGE $85
Small | LW-4001 Medium | LW-4002
Large | LW-4003 XLarge | LW-4004
XXLarge | LW-4005 XXXLarge | LW-4006
WOMEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $85
Small | LW-4101 Medium | LW-4102
Large | LW-4103 XLarge | LW-4104
XXLarge | LW-4105

Following the North Star and using
the Drinking Gourd song as a guide,
the traveler featured on this jersey
is heading to freedom.
MEN’S SMALL – XXXLARGE $85
Small | LW-711 Medium | LW-712
Large | LW-713 XLarge | LW-714
XXLarge | LW-715 XXXLarge | LW-716
WOMEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $85
Small | LW-721 Medium | LW-722
Large | LW-723 XLarge | LW-724
XXLarge | LW-725

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Outerwear
Showers Pass Elite 2.1 Jacket
Created with eVent fabric, which has better
vapor transmission than standard GoreTex, the Elite features velcro-adjustable
gusseted cuffs, pit zips, and a large back
vent. Women-specific cut has shorter
sleeves, an hourglass waist, and shorter
torso. Goldenrod
MEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $269
Small | 36-38 in. | BT-2061
Medium | 40-42in. | BT-2062
Large | 44-46in. | BT-2063
XLarge | 48-50in. | BT-2064
XXLarge | 53-55in. | BT-2065
WOMEN’S XSMALL – XLARGE $269
XSmall | 32-34in. | BT-2051
Small | 34-36in. | BT-2052
Medium | 38-40in. | BT-2053
Large | 42-45in. | BT-2054
XLarge | 46+in. | BT-2055

Showers Pass Transit Rain Jacket CC

MOLLY SUGAR

A jacket that delivers on every level, the new-andimproved Transit CC jacket has been designed
and constructed with versatility in mind. For any
adventure, this is the rain jacket to have! Yelling Yellow
MEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $235
Small | 37-39in. | BT-2031 Medium | 40-42in. | BT-2032
Large | 42-44in. | BT-2033 XLarge | 46-48in. | BT-2034
XXLarge | 51-53in. | BT-2035
WOMEN’S SMALL – XLARGE $235
Small | 34-36in. | BT-2036 Medium | 36-38in. | BT-2037
Large | 38-40in. | BT-2038 XLarge | 41-43in. | BT-2039

Showers Pass Rain Hood
Created with a medium-weight
waterproof, breathable fabric, this hood
will keep you warm and dry, and attaches
nicely to Showers Pass jackets. (Hood
corresponds with jacket size.)
Black SMALL – XLARGE $35
Small/Medium | BT-148-1
Large/XLarge | BT-148-2
Neon Green SMALL – XLARGE $35
Small/Medium | BT-149-1
Large/XLarge | BT-149-2
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Order & See More Details Online: adventurecycling.org/store or Call 800.721.8719, 8am–5 pm MST, M–F

Outerwear

O2 Rainwear Jacket
This lightweight jacket
is made of 3M Propore,
which allows your body to
breathe while keeping you
cool and dry. Weighs 5 oz.
Yellow
UNISEX
SMALL – XXLARGE $40
Small | 40-43in. | BT-551
Medium | 43-46in. | BT-552
Large | 46-49in. | BT-553
XLarge | 49-52in. | BT-554
XXLarge | 52+in. | BT-555

Rainlegs
Fluorescent Yellow
Protect your legs from
rain, wind, and cold.
Made of windproof and
waterproof ripstop
nylon and weighs only
140 grams. The leg
protectors are open
at the back so that no
condensation of sweat
occurs and your clothes
stay dry. They are easy
and quick to put on with
excellent dexterity.
Wind- and waterproof PU
coating (10,000 mbar).
BT-9802-1 | Fluorescent
Yellow | $34

ArroWhere Lightweight Waterproof Jacket
ArroWhere’s award-winning Waterproof Jacket definitely
tells others where you are and how to move around you.
The 100% polyester, waterproof/breathable windbreaker
jacket is the go-to jacket to keep you dry and highly visible
while on the road. Hi-vis Day-Glo Yellow
UNISEX SMALL – XXLARGE $100
Small | 35-37in. | BT-176-1 Medium | 37-40in. | BT-176-2
Large | 40-42in. | BT-176-3 XLarge | 42-44in. | BT-176-4
XXLarge | 44-46in. | BT-176-5

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Outerwear

Showers Pass Transit
Rain Pants
Staying safe never felt so
comfortable! The Transit Pant
is waterproof and rugged, made
with a three-layer waterproof
breathable Artex material. A
generous helping of reflective trim
keeps you visible during low-light
hours. The perfect pants for any
rain weather riding! Black
MEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $135
Small | 29-32in. | BT-2030-1
Medium | 32-35in. | BT-2030-3
Large | 36-38in. | BT-2030-5
XLarge | 39-42in. | BT-2030-7
XXLarge | 46-49in. | BT-2030-9
WOMEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $135
Small | 27-29in. | BT-2030-2
Medium | 29-31in. | BT-2030-4
Large | 31-33in. | BT-2030-6
XLarge | 35-37in. | BT-2030-8
XXLarge | 39-41in. | BT-2030-10

Showers Pass Club
Shoe Covers
Waterproof nylon shoe covers
keep shoes clean and dry.
Zippered side closures for
easy on/off. Water-resistant,
reinforced, cleat-adaptable
coated nylon soles. You cut out
the cleat yourself. (New sizing,
see online).
XSMALL – XLARGE $40
XSmall | 39-41 | BT-1800
Small | 42-44 | BT-1801
Medium | 44-46 | BT-1802
Large | 47-49 | BT-1803
XLarge | 49-50 | BT-1804

Showers Pass
Suspenders
The exclusive four-point
suspenders are designed
to keep everything in place.
Silicone grippers keep
straps from slipping off your
shoulders while the two-strap
back maintains a comfortable,
non-binding and secure fit
through the waistline and seat.
Compatible with Showers Pass
Club Visible and Storm pants.
BT-14617 | $29
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Showers Pass Crosspoint Ultra-Light
Waterproof Socks — Wool Blend
Extra lightweight, same waterproof-breathable
protection. Built for cycling and close-fitting footwear,
the Crosspoint Ultra-Light waterproof socks feature
a lower silhouette with 13% less bulk than our
regular Lightweight socks. The extra absorbency and
cushioning just in the toe are perfect for pedaling, all
while keeping your feet protected from rain.
UNISEX SMALL – XXLARGE $42
Small/ Medium | Grey/ Fatigue | BT-1819-1
Medium/Large | Grey/ Fatigue | BT-1819-2
Large/XLarge | Grey/ Fatigue | BT-1819-3

Showers Pass Crosspoint Waterproof
Knit Wool Gloves
Don’t let cold, wet hands ruin your outdoor
fun! Showers Pass developed the Lightweight
Waterproof Knit Gloves to solve the soggy digits
problem and keep your hands dry while cycling,
running, hiking, and any outdoor adventuring in
the rain. The gloves are fully waterproof with
three bonded layers: a wear-resistant knit exterior
that feels like a regular knit glove, a waterproofbreathable Artex membrane, and a luxurious
merino wool lining that offers great temperature
regulation as well as natural anti-microbial
properties that keep stink at bay.
BT-763 | Small – XLarge | $52

Order & See More Details Online: adventurecycling.org/store or Call 800.721.8719, 8am–5 pm MST, M–F

Tops

Club Ride Bandara Jersey
The modern take on a timeless classic, the Bandara
balances mountain style with trail function. Softtouch, stretch-woven fabric will keep you feeling
good from the trail to town. Featuring UPF fabric,
mechanical stretch, mesh under-arm vents, and
anti-wrinkle fabric, the Bandara will keep up with
any adventure you throw at it. Natural Desert Plaid
WOMEN’S SMALL – XLARGE $69.95
Small | BT-336-1 Medium | BT-336-2
Large | BT-336-3 XLarge | BT-336-4

Club Ride New West Jersey

Club Ride Detour Jersey

Nuu Muu Ruu Muu X-Dress

Classic western look with added 5% spandex
to the shirt so you can move in comfort at
the local wagon ride, the trail, or across
the TransAm. Keeping with tradition, we
kept the pearl snaps and all the other bells
and whistles like reflective accents and a
zippered rear pocket to give the shirt the dirt
cred it deserves! Same top-notch wicking
and quick-dry fabric. UPF50. Desert

The number one option when you’re looking for
versatility and high-stretch fabrics. Take away
the western flair, but keep all the features and
fun found in our Detour jersey. This piece will
keep you cool on your tour or through those
long Monday morning board meetings. Khaki
Cayenne Plaid

Nothing is less basic black than
the X-Dress. Supple, flattering, and
fabulous — perfect for dining, the
gym, dancing, and cycling. Silky
polyester (83%), four-way-stretch
spandex (17%), SPF 50+ sewn in the
USA. Black
SMALL – XXLARGE $88
Small | BT-4155-1 Medium | BT-4155-2
Large | BT-4155-3 XLarge | BT-4155-4
XXLarge | BT-4155-5

MEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $79.95
Small | BT-3347-1 Medium | BT-3347-2
Large | BT-3347-3 XLarge | BT-3347-4
XXLarge | BT-3347-5

MEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $89.95
Small | BT-350-1 Medium | BT-350-2
Large | BT-350-3 XLarge | BT-350-4
XXLarge | BT-350-5

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Bottoms

Zoic Black Market 9 Short + Essential Liner
Featuring SuperLight quick-drying, four-way stretch
polyester, essential liner with chamois included, numerous
pockets, and cinch lock belt! These shorts are the
choice for any bicycle touring, bikepacking or any cycling
adventure you have in store. Shadow
MEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $85
Small | BT-404-1 Medium | BT-404-2 Large | BT-404-3
XLarge | BT-404-4 XXLarge | BT-404-5

Zoic Navaeh 7 Shorts + Essential Liner
Packed with features designed for the avid cyclist!
Featuring the all-new VersaLight lightweight stretch
fabric, it pairs fit with function for the perfect short. These
technical shorts include a high-performance Essential
spandex liner featuring our women’s-specific Comfort
cycling pad. Rosewood
WOMEN’S XSMALL – XLARGE $75
XSmall | BT-407-0 Small | BT-407-1 Medium | BT-407-2
Large | BT-407-3 XLarge | BT-407-4
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Club Ride Fuze Short with Gunslinger Liner
Looking for the top of the line short with a premium liner?
Your search is over. The Fuze brings a premium over-short
and high-quality chamois liners all in one package. Great
blend of performance and value make the Fuze an easy
pick for any road, mountain, or gravel ride.
BT-1850 | MEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $99
See website for color(s)

Canari Paramount Shorts
These loose-fitting baggy shorts
are comfortable and stylish,
featuring a zipper and button fly,
rear waist elastic, detachable
breathable mesh liner with
soft-touch leg gripper, two front
pockets, and one zippered pocket
on the lower right leg. 10in.
inseam. Black
MEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $45
Small | BT-1611
Medium | BT-1612
Large | BT-1613
XLarge | BT-1614
XXLarge | BT-1615

Order & See More Details Online: adventurecycling.org/store or Call 800.721.8719, 8am–5 pm MST, M–F

Bottoms

Men’s Canari Ultima Gel Liner
Updated and back by popular demand! Pair this ultimate Gel
Liner with your favorite short to make any short ride-friendly. The
combination of nylon and Meryl in the base fabric offers durability,
stretch, and comfort while maintaining maximum breathability. Black
MEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $35
Small | BT-1849-1 Medium | BT-1849-2
Large | BT-1849-3 XLarge | BT-1849-4
XXLarge | BT-1849-5

Women’s Canari Ultima
Gel Liner
Pair this liner with your favorite
short to make any short commutefriendly. The combination of nylon
and Meryl in the base fabric offers
durability, stretch, and comfort while
maintaining maximum breathability.
5in. inseam. Black
SMALL – XLARGE $35
Small | BT-1450-1 Medium | BT-1450-2
Large | BT-1450-3 XLarge | BT-1450-4

Zoic Black Market Convertible
Cycling Pant
The one pant-short combo to rule
them all. No matter the journey, the
Black Market Cycling Pants by Zoic
have you covered. Featuring two-way
stretch fabric that is light yet durable,
DWR (Durable Water Repellent)
coating to shed precipitation and block
wind, and numerous pockets front and
rear to stash all your needs. When the
day warms, simply unzip the lower
half and your shorts are ready to go.
Bikepacking, cross-country tours,
cross-country skiing, or road riding,
the Black Market Convertible pants
have you covered. Black
MEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $95.95
Small | BT-403-1 Medium | BT-403-2
Large | BT-403-3 XLarge | BT-403-4
XXLarge | BT-403-5

Craft Essence Cycling Short
The Craft Essence is a sustainably produced cycling
short made from Lycra Sport Energy compression
fabric with four-way elasticity that reduces muscle
vibration and focuses power for optimal comfort and
control. Constructed with mesh fabric and a wide,
soft leg ending with a silicone grip, the Essence also
features Craft’s Infinity C3 Pad, designed to suit all
kinds of riders. So whether it’s a recreational ride, a
two-day tour, or a TransAm epic, this short is sure to
make every ride a comfortable experience. Black
MEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $89.99
Small | BT-1305-1 Medium | BT-1305-2 Large | BT-1305-3
XLarge | BT-1305-4 XXLarge | BT-1305-5
WOMEN’S SMALL – XXLARGE $89.99
Small | BT-1305-6 Medium | BT-1305-7 Large | BT-1305-8
XLarge | BT-1305-9 XXLarge | BT-1305-10

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Hands & Feet

Craft Siberian 2.0 Glove
The ultimate fall and winter riding glove. When the
temperature drops, keep your digits warm with
Craft’s all-new Siberian 2.0 glove. Fleece lining
provides extra warmth while silicone print in the
palm ensures great grip. Comes with soft terry on
thumb, Velcro adjuster, and preshaped design for
optimal fit. Stay safe and visible while keeping your
fingers warm, dry, and ready to ride! Hi-vis Green
SMALL – XLARGE $59.99
Small | Hi-vis | BT-120-1 Medium | Hi-vis | BT-120-2
Large | Hi-vis | BT-120-3 XLarge | Hi-vis | BT-120-4

Planet Bike Gemini
Cycling Gloves
Gloves that offer plush comfort with soft
Amara palms and gel padding to soak
up road vibrations. You’ll also love the
ergonomic cut and neoprene cuffs that
offer a custom fit.
SMALL – XLARGE $22
Small | BT-10156-1 Medium | BT-10156-2
Large | BT-10156-3 XLarge | BT-10156-4

Planet Bike Taurus Glove
Durable leather palm and thumb
with foam padding and tricot lining.
Cotton crochet mesh backing is
breathable and absorbent. Also
features a terry thumb and stretch
wrist closure.
SMALL – XLARGE $17.99
Small | BT-101-1 Medium | BT-101-2
Large | BT-101-3 XLarge | BT-101-4
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Order & See More Details Online: adventurecycling.org/store or Call 800.721.8719, 8am–5 pm MST, M–F

Bicycle Route 66 Socks
Get your bike travel fix with
these socks. 75% microdenier
acrylic, 15% nylon, 10% spandex.
2 in. cuffs. Small/Medium fits
men’s sizes 5–9 and women’s
sizes 6–10. Large/XLarge fits
men’s sizes 9–13 and women’s
sizes 10–14.
SMALL – XLARGE $10.95
Small/Medium | LW-2411
Large/XLarge | LW-2412

Hands & Feet

Craft Arm and Leg Warmers
Lightweight and elastic thermal bike leg warmer with softly
brushed inside for enhanced comfort and thermoregulation.
Smooth, lightweight, and elastic fabric for freedom of movement.
Elastic silicone grippers keep the leg warmers in place. Black

ARM WARMERS
UNISEX SMALL – XXLARGE $39.99
XSmall/Small | BT-1290-1
Medium/Large | BT-1290-2
XLarge/XXLarge | BT-1290-3

Defeet Four Season Socks
Adventure Cycling’s all-new, any-condition, any-weather
sock. Wooleator Comp is Defeet’s proprietary fiber
combining equal parts USA merino and Repreve Fiber
made from recycled plastic bottles. Hi-vis Blue
UNISEX | SMALL – XLARGE $18
Small | LW-240-1 Medium | LW-240-2
Large | LW-240-3 XLarge | LW-240-4

LEG WARMERS
UNISEX SMALL – XXLARGE $49.99
XSmall/Small | BT-1289-1
Medium/Large | BT-1289-2
XLarge/XXLarge | BT-1289-3

Voler SOL Skin Spectrum UV
Arm and Leg Protectors
Made from the new ultralight Spectrum fabric, they feature a
UPF 50+ rating and ultralight construction. These lightweight
UV Protectors are perfect for warm-weather rides.

Adventure Cycling Socks
Show your love of Adventure
Cycling down to the tips of your
toes with these ultrabright striped
socks. Constructed of 75% ultrawicking microdenier acrylic, 15%
nylon, and 10% spandex. Features
6 in. cuffs. Small/Medium fits
men’s sizes 5–9 and women’s
sizes 6–10. Large/XLarge fits
men’s sizes 9–13 and women’s
sizes 10–14.
SMALL – XLARGE $10.95
Small/Medium | LW-243
Large/XLarge | LW-244

ARM PROTECTOR
SMALL – XLARGE $35
Small | BT-1200-1 Medium | BT-1200-2
Large | BT-1200-3 XLarge | BT-1200-4
LEG PROTECTOR
SMALL – XLARGE $57
Small | BT-1205-1 Medium | BT-1205-2
Large | BT-1205-3 XLarge | BT-1205-4

Bike Your Park
Day Socks
Show your support
for Bike Your Park
Day and be super
comfortable too!
SMALL – XLARGE $10.95
Small/Medium | LW-1008-1
Large/XLarge | LW-1008-2

Bike Travel
Weekend Socks
Fashion and comfort for a
weekend of adventure in
one pair of socks!
SMALL – XLARGE $10.95
Small-Medium | LW-1006-1
Large-XLarge | LW-1006-2

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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ALLY MABRY

Headwear

Adventure Cycling
Logo Trucker Hat
Show your love of the
organization with this
classic Adventure
Cycling design. Gray
LW-2278-1 | $25

Great Divide Trucker Hat
Celebrate the Great Divide
Mountain Bike Route, the world’s
longest mountain bike trail, with
this all-new ball cap!
LW-817-2 | $25

Bikecentennial
Trucker Hat
In the beginning, there
was Bikecentennial.
Show your old-school
pride! Gray/White
LW-2275-1 | $25
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Adventure Cycling
Ball Cap
Cover up that helmet hair when
you’re off your bike and look great
too! These sporty caps are made
from 100% washed cotton with a
material closure.
Sand | LW-2270 | $22
Navy | LW-2273 | $20
Orange | LW-2274 | $22

Adventure Cycling
ProTech Cap
This high-performance hat
fits under a helmet and
features woven Eventure
fabric on top for wicking and
knit Coolmax sides. Beat the
heat with this visor and neck
cover, and when the weather
turns, tuck the drape up for a
two-in-one combo.
LW-386 | $26

Order & See More Details Online: adventurecycling.org/store or Call 800.721.8719, 8am–5 pm MST, M–F

Headwear
Da Brim Sporty
A smaller version of the classic
Da Brim, the Sporty offers
improved performance for faster
riders and 360° UPF 50+ sun
protection. 2.75in. front brim
contours to 3.75in. at rear to
provide excellent UV protection.
The adjustable front visor can
be angled so you have a clear
forward view while riding in a
head-down position. Tested to
combined wind speeds of 35 mph.
One size fits most. 4.3 oz.
Neon Yellow | BT-5435 | $44.95

The fluorescent H2 Cover fits perfectly
over your helmet to provide wind and
water protection in bad weather. Coated
with a perforated membrane, the
Stopzone fabric blocks wind and rain
without compromising its breathability
and moisture wicking. Reflective logos
and piping make it safe and ideal for
commuters, weekend warriors, and
cross-country travelers alike. Hi-Vis
Neon Yellow/Green
Small / Medium | BT-1109-1 | $32.99
Large / XLarge | BT-1109-2 | $32.99

MICHAEL TASIOS

Garneau H2 Helmet Cover

Wind-Blox

Windblox Focus Ear Covers

Designed to block 80% of wind noise
while riding your bike. Unlike ear
plugs and headphones, Wind-Blox
only block the wind noise, allowing
you to hear approaching traffic,
nature, and fellow cyclists. Black
Wind-Blox Pro | 2 cm x 10 cm
BT-1940-1 | $17.95
Wind-Blox Pro XL | 3 cm x 11 cm
BT-1940-2 | $18.95

Trade in your bulky earmuffs for a
sleeker product. Engineered out of
softshell sports fabric and designed
to hold in ear warmth while you ride.
Providing full ear coverage, these are
the perfect solution for all-season
riders and commuters. Keep your ears
warm and comfy while blocking out
more than 80% of wind noise. Black
BT-171-1 | $20

Adventure Cycling
Microfleece Beanie

Headsweats Eventure
Skull Cap

Show your love of the
organization and stay warm
with the all-new microfleece
beanie. Stylish, warm, and
fuzzy, it’s the perfect addition
for any cycling adventure!
One size fits most. Black
LW-799-1 | $20

Eventure knit fabric wicks
perspiration, and the lowprofile design fits easily under
a helmet.
Red | BT-406-1 | $15
Black | BT-406-2 | $15
White | BT-406-3 | $15

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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DAN BUREAU

Sunglasses

XX2i Optics France 1 Polarized Sunglasses
These sunglasses have adjustable temples and nose pads to ensure
a perfect fit every time. The frames are lightweight, and you can
change the lenses for any type of light conditions. All lenses block
100% of UV rays, are shatter-resistant polycarbonate, and remain
fog-free. Black Gloss frame, Polarized Gray/Blue Flash lenses.
BT-264 | Member $59.95 | Non-Member $99.99

Tifosi Alliant
Sleek angles and premium materials define the Alliant as a
performance sunglass for cyclists, runners, and endurance
athletes. Vented lenses improve airflow while the adjustable
ear and nose pads of hydrophilic rubber increase grip as you
sweat ensuring a perfect, stable fit. Gunmetal Light Night
Fototec (Photochromic ) lenses.
BT-1037 | $79.95
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XX2i Optics France 1 Polarized
Sport Reader Sunglasses
If you occasionally struggle with map reading, fret not: these have
built-in magnification so you can see what you’re doing without
having to switch out your shades. Adjustable temple and nose pieces
give a custom, non-slip fit every time. Allows for airflow to prevent
fogging. Black Gloss frame, Polarized Gray/Blue Flash lenses.
X1.5 | BT-263-1 | Member $74.95 | Non-Member $99.99
X2.0 | BT-263-2 | Member $74.95 | Non-Member $99.99
X2.5 | BT-263-3 | Member $74.95 | Non-Member $99.99

Order & See More Details Online: adventurecycling.org/store or Call 800.721.8719, 8am–5 pm MST, M–F

GEORG VERCH

Mirrors

Adventure Cycling
Helmet Mounted Mirrors
(made by Tiger Eye)
These mirrors have been handmade in the USA for more
than a decade. They are constructed from high-grade
glass optics and a stainless-steel bicycle spoke.
BT-1950 | $24.99

Ortlieb Ultralight
Bike Mirror
This lightweight and fully adjustable
mirror provides an amazing wide-angle
view of everything that’s behind you.
The unique clamp design allows you to
mount it almost anywhere on your bike.
Weighs 2 oz.
BT-5910 | $30

Take a Look
Eyeglass Mirror
The best eyeglasses-mounted mirror money can buy also
mounts to helmet visors. Very adjustable, and perpetually
guaranteed by the manufacturer, this mirror surface is 1 7/16 x
11/16in. and has a forward extension of 3in. Made in the USA.
BT-155 | $19.99

Sprintech Dropbar Mirror
The Sprintech Dropbar Mirror is an
excellent choice for any dropbar bike with
removable bar-end plugs. The Dropbar
Mirror installs into the end of your
handlebar with included plastic bar-end
plugs.
BT-154-1 | $27.50

EVT Safe Zone Helmet Mirror
This mirror is more than 2in. in diameter with a 4.5in. arm,
which results in an excellent rear view and hardly any neck
craning. Made in the USA.
BT-1085 | $40

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Reflective

ArroWhere
Windproof Vest
The ArroWhere Gilet/Vest has a windproof front and a
breathable back and features a 100% polyester, lightweight
cycling vest alternative that keeps you cool, comfortable, and
visible at all times of the day and night.
SMALL – XXLARGE $55
Small | 35-37in. | BT-177-1 Medium | 37-40in. | BT-177-2
Large | 40-42in. | BT-177-3 XLarge | 42-44in. | BT-177-4
XXLarge | 44-46in. | BT-177-5

Safety Triangle
Be safe and be seen with the
Adventure Cycling safety
triangle. 10 x 10 x 10in.
BT-605 | $12

Safety Wing
Passing cars swing wider and give
you more room when you use the
Safety Wing. This EU-approved
safety device is a folding reflector
arm that extends 12in. from the
bike. When not needed, it easily
folds back and out of the way.
BT-8321 | $14.95

Aardvark Ankle Reflective Legbands
Aardvark Leg Bands feature a highly visible, reflective 3M Scotchlite
material. The 1in. wide bands simply slap around your ankle and cinch
tight with a Velcro strip saving your pants from hungry chainrings while
adding one more level of protective visibility to your touring arsenal. Sold
individually. Black
BT-632 | $3
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Cyclelogical Spoke Reflectors
These small, lightweight spoke reflectors slide easily onto
your spokes to provide side lighting. No batteries or fancy
electronics needed. Works in all conditions. 10 per package.
10 Chopspokes weigh 1 oz.
BT-1725 | $10

Order & See More Details Online: adventurecycling.org/store or Call 800.721.8719, 8am–5 pm MST, M–F

Lights

MSW Cricket USB Light Set

CARRIE THOMPSON

Small and bright for your evening rides,
these USB-rechargeable button lights pack
a brighter punch than their small package
suggests. Plug ’em in when you get home
and they’re ready to go for tomorrow.
BT-1941 | $50

Princeton Tec Swerve Taillight

Planet Bike Blaze 600 SLX
USB Rechargeable Headlight

This is their brightest and most effective
bike taillight. It uses two high-powered
LEDs rather than the usual 5mm LEDs.
Weighs 2.8 oz. Two AAA batteries required.
BT-1893 | $28

Get a clear view of the road ahead
during twilight or predawn rides with
this powerful 600-Lumen rechargeable
headlight. Water resistant. Weighs 145g.
BT-10157-1 | $60

Planet Bike Beamer 1 Headlight
and Blinky 3 Taillight Set
The Beamer 1 and Blinky 3 combo set is
a classic cycling safety duo. When used
together, the set provides 320 degrees
of visibility with steady or flashing
modes. Two AA batteries (headlight) and
two AAA batteries (taillight) provide up
to 100 hours of runtime for both lights
(batteries included).
BT-10150 | $26

Planet Bike Blaze 150 SL
Headlight
Excellent optics, abundant lumen
output, and amber side lights make
the Planet Bike Blaze 150 SL the best
budget choice for any form of cycling. It
features excellent run times from easily
replaceable AA batteries, and its three
modes keep you seen both day and night.
BT-10149-1 | $32.99

Princeton Tec Snap Light
The SNAP light is a one-stop tool for any of your
lighting needs: headlamp, flashlight, bike light,
safety flasher, lantern, and magnetic area light.
Dare we say one light to rule them all? Black
BT-1895-2 | $42.99

Paul Gino Light Mount
This can be used to mount
lights to any M5 threaded
eyelet, rack mount, or brazeon. By mounting a light at
mid-fork or dropout eyelets,
it casts light on the ground
at a much shallower angle,
better revealing contours
and bumps in the road. Silver
anodized. Weighs 30g.
BT-1047 | $26.50

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Handlebars & Accessories
Garmin Edge 830

Finn 2.0 Universal
Smart Phone Mount

Top-of-the-line cycling computer
from Garmin. The Edge 830
touchscreen GPS bike computer
offers dynamic performance
monitoring and insights to help
you improve and reach goals.
BT-1101-5 | $399

With Finn you can safely and easily mount your
smartphone to any handlebar. Thanks to its simple
design and high-quality silicone material, the mount
withstands whatever you throw at it.
BT-1930 | $18.95

Quad Lock Bike Stem Mount
The Quad Lock® Bike Mount is the lightest, strongest
and most secure smartphone bike mount on the market.
Install the Quad Lock on your bike, attach the mounting
hardware to your phone, GPS unit or both! Fits bar sizes
25-40mm in diameter.
BT-77-1 | $30

Quad Lock Universal Adaptor
The Quad Lock® Universal Adaptor can be directly
adhered to smartphones, cases, iPads / tablets
and most flat metal or plastic surfaces and is
compatible with all Quad Lock® Mounts.
BT-78-1 | $15

Sea to Summit Waterproof Smartphone Case
Planet Bike Protégé 9.0
Wireless Cycle Computer
Digital wireless technology eliminates
messy wires, and the four-line
MacroMonitor LCD displays up to five
pieces of data at a glance. The nine
functions include speed comparator,
speed, average speed, maximum
speed, ride time, distance, clock, dual
odometer, and temperature.
BT-160 | $55

Avoid having to put your phone in rice. Rice is for sushi! RFwelded Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU) and the triple-roll
hook-and-loop fastener keep this soft case both watertight
and slim. The TPU is PVC-free, strong, flexible, durable, UVand extreme cold-resistant. Die-cut attachment points round
out this tough little package. Keep your electronics accessible
and safe from the elements. One size: 6.7 x 3.6in.
BT-211-1 | $35

Planet Bike Protégé 5.0
Bike Computer
Keep track of the important
stuff when you toggle
between current speed, ride
time, trip distance odometer,
and current time. A heavyduty, oversized wire harness
and ultrasonically welded
case ensures a durable,
weatherproof unit.
BT-1025 | $25
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White Lightning Chain Sleeve
Water resistant to protect the drivetrain when transporting bicycles on
vehicle-mounted bike racks or storing them indoors. The Chain Sleeve uses a
rip-resistant, two-ply rubber/nylon material that protects the inside of a car.
Unique drivetrain shape and velcro closures make installation a breeze.
BT-1048 | $20

Order & See More Details Online: adventurecycling.org/store or Call 800.721.8719, 8am–5 pm MST, M–F

Handlebars & Accessories

Jones Bikes 2.5 Butted Aluminum H-Bar

Passchier Bamboo Gump 760 Handlebars
The ultimate in bike touring comfort. Handcrafted, bamboo laminated beauties give the
rider a comfortable experience never felt before. With a slight amount of flex, the rider
has reduced jarring and road chatter resulting in a much more relaxed, comfortable ride.
Naturally stiff, lightweight, environmentally friendly, and sustainable — what more could
you ask for? Featuring a 22° sweep, designed for tourers, eBikes, and town commuters alike.
Carbon fiber sleeve, 31.8mm diameter, 760mm width, and 330g weight.
BT-2291-1 | Natural Bamboo | $225

The same design as the SG Loop h-Bar with 2.5in.
of rise compared to the standard .5in. Designed for
riders who want an even more upright, comfortable
position. Ideal for long-distance touring and
bikepacking. The double butted aluminum has
two different thicknesses, thicker at the joints for
strength and thinner elsewhere to reduce weight.
BT-97502-1 | $150

Jones Bikes SG Loop H-Bar
The same great design as the standard butted
Loop H-Bar, using straight-gauge aluminum
tubing in place of the custom-butted tubing. Black
BT-97501-2 | $79

Upstand
A foldable carbon fiber
and aluminum peg,
much like a tent pole,
with a rubber foot at
one end and a magnet
at the other that acts
as a portable kickstand.
Before the Upstand will
work, you will need to
install the 10g metal
tab between the rear
quick-release skewer
and dropout. Once you’ve done this, extend the
Upstand, insert the tab into the magnet end
and your bike will stand up. A magnet holds
the Upstand in place when in use; when you’re
ready to ride, just pluck if off and stow it away.
11in. folded, 20in. extended. Weighs 1.4 oz.
BT-1958 | $39

Incredibell
Adjustabell 2
This is truly an adjustable bell.
The strap fits bars with diameters
from 15–39mm. The striker of
the bell adjusts to any position
around the dome, making it
possible to use your thumb or any
finger to ring the bell. 26g.
BT-166 | $8

Jones Bikes SG 2.5
Aluminum Loop H-Bar
The same design as the SG Loop H-Bar with 2.5in.
of rise compared to the standard .5in. of rise on
all of the other H-Bars. Designed for riders who
want an even more upright, comfortable position.
Ideal for long-distance touring and bikepacking.
31.8mm stem clamp. Black
BT-97501-6 | $99

Jones Bikes Kraton H-Grips
The new standard for durability, price, and ease of
installation. Grips designed for the Jones H-Bar.
Grips are sold as pairs. 205mm length. Black
BT-97501-5 | $20

Stem CAPtain

CyclClimb Bike
Inclinometer

Replace your old, boring stem cap with a
compass or thermometer. Simply unscrew
your existing 1in. or 1 1/8in. threadless
headset stem cap, pop in the CAPtain, and
it’s time to ride! Easy to install.
Thermometer | BT-5643 | $24.95
Compass 3.0 | BT-5644 | $24.95

Wonder how steep the
hill is? This perfect
accessory lets you
read the grade with
ease while you climb.
24–36mm.
BT- 833 | $18.49

Jones H-Bar Tape
This tape is sized to fit
perfectly on the front loop of
the Jones Loop H-Bar. Each
package comes with two rolls
that are 100cm long. Black
BT-97501-4 | $9

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Hydration

BruTrek Bottle
Introducing the BruTrekker Bottle
featuring a dual-lid system.
The primary lid has an easy
grip handle that screws into the
secondary lid, or directly into the
vessel body. The secondary lid
has a pour spout designed for
easy sipping or pouring. Use both
lids, or skip the secondary lid and
screw the primary lid directly into
the vessel body. Ideal for coffee,
tea, water, and more, this doublewall insulated travel vessel will
keep what’s hot hot and what’s
cold cold. Made for any adventure
from the office, to the trail or
across the country! 18 oz.
LW-1107-1 | Red | $30

Arundel Looney Bin Bottle Cage

Portland Design Works Very Good Cat & Dog Cage

The Looney Bin is the place for those that just can’t get along
with the rest. Not every bottle is a 73mm and not everyone wants
to use a “regular” bottle while on their bike. The Looney Bin will
hold anything from a convenience store bottle of water to a nice
pinot noir. The perfect cage for your casual ride to the park or
TransAm cross-country journey. Drink and ride responsibly.
BT-1211-1 | $25

Two Fish Quick
Cage Adaptor
Now you can secure any
standard cage onto your
down tube, seatpost,
or anywhere space is
available. Lightweight
aluminum bracket with
screws included.
BT-1019 | $18
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What do we need to say? It holds your water bottle, it’s constructed
from a single sheet of bombproof 5052 alloy, and it’s cute as heck.
Lifetime PDWarranty. Weighs 3.2 oz
Cat | White | BT-1207-4 | $28 Dog | Black | BT-1210-2 | $28

Small

Large

BiKase Cage Bracket
You decide where you want to mount your water
bottle cage; onto handlebars, seatpost, or your
frame. Made of engineered resins, acetal, and
glass-filled nylon, which are very strong yet won’t
scratch your bike! Bracket rotates 360 degrees to
adjust water bottle to the desired angle.
Small: Diameters of 24–32mm | BT-58021 | $9.99
Large: Diameters of 31–43mm | BT-58022 | $9.99

Order & See More Details Online: adventurecycling.org/store or Call 800.721.8719, 8am–5 pm MST, M–F

Hydration

BruTrek Pint Glass
The perfect 16 oz. stainless steel pint for any
occasion. Reusable, durable, and perfect for
touring, camping, or enjoying around your
house. Support the organization and stay
hydrated in the process!
LW-1109-1 | Black | $8

Adventure
Cycling Water
Bottle
This Adventure
Cycling bottle
features a wide icecube-sized mouth and
large-flow elastomer
soft spout. Holds 24
oz.
LW-109-1 | $6

Adventure
Cycling Polar
Water Bottle

BruTrek the Ovrlndr Travel Press
A truly easy-to-clean French press perfect for
commutes, road-trips or just brewing in the
kitchen. The patented removable bottom makes
clean-up a breeze, and the patented Bru Stop™
press makes for a smooth, never-bitter tasting cup
that won’t leave grounds in your smile.
• Brews 24 fl.oz. of coffee or tea.
• Patented Removable bottom for easy cleaning.
• 18/8 restaurant-grade stainless steel body,
• BPA-free plastic-lined removable bottom,
• BPA-free components (top lid, press screen)

Keep beverages ice
cold during long,
hot rides with this
insulated bottle. Also
features a drip-free
valve and a wide, 2in.
diameter opening for
easy filling. Fits into
standard water bottle
cages. Dishwasher
safe. Holds 24 oz.
LW-280 | $14

LW-1108-1 | Black | $50

Adventure
Cycling
Bottle Cage

MSR TrailShot Water Filter

These standard
cages are made
with 6mm welded
aluminum rods
for a combination
of durability and
strength.
LW-1091 | $8.95

Clean water all day — without the weight. Designed
to hide in stash pockets and deploy quickly, this tiny
water filter lets you drink directly from sources along
the trail for instant hydration and fill your vessels
with clean water. Easy one-handed operation filters
one liter in a mere 60 seconds. Weighs 5 oz.
CP-2016-1 | $54.95

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Bidirectional Narratives

End Mileages

Annual Events & Points of Interest

Service Symbols

Detail Maps

Alternate Routes

North Arrow

Matchlines

The Finer Details of Adventure Cycling Maps
• Service Symbols: Show location of services on map.
Service information is on the text side of the map and
includes campgrounds, bike shops, grocery stores,
lodging choices, and more.
• End Mileages: The mileage to either end of the route
section is shown at the border of each map panel.
• Annual Events and Points of Interest: Included on
the map panels and may include exhibit information
and event dates.

• Elevation: Indicate major ascents and descents (not on
all maps). Contour lines on each panel show elevation
gains and losses.
• Weather Chart: Average monthly rainfall and mean
temperatures are included at points along the route.
• Riding Conditions: Maps provide information on road
surfaces, traffic volumes, and areas of caution.
• Matchlines: Matchlines are solid pink lines that show
the point where narratives begin and end on each
panel. When you reach a matchline, just turn to the
next map panel.

• Interesting Regional Facts: Historical, geologic, and
other interesting information about points along the
route give you some local flavor.
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Order & See More Details Online: adventurecycling.org/store or Call 800.721.8719, 8am–5 pm MST, M–F

SAARA SNOW

• Bidirectional Narratives: Travel in either direction
using detailed turn-by-turn instructions.

Adventure Cycling Maps
Arkansas High Country Route

LOOP
Experience Northwest Arkansas! This route features significant area attractions
such as three national parks and multiple state parks with loops out of Little Rock,
Russellville, and Bentonville.
COMPLETE SET | BC-31 | 2 maps | Member $24 | $32 | Little Rock, AR (1,171.8 mi.)
Section 1 South | BC-3101 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | (500 mi.)
Section 2 North | BC-3102 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | (671.8 mi.)

Little Rock, AR

Atlantic Coast Route

EPIC
From Bar Harbor, Maine, to Key West, Florida, the Atlantic Coast Route takes you through a
region rich in history, passing directly through Washington, DC, and Richmond, and links with
spurs to Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Charleston, and Savannah.
COMPLETE SET | BC-14 | 7 maps | Member $85 | $111 | Bar Harbor, ME to Key West, FL (2,655.2 mi.)
Section 1 | BC-1441 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Bar Harbor, ME to Windsor Locks, CT (473.2 mi.)
Section 2 | BC-1442 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Windsor Locks, CT to Conshohocken, PA (309 mi.)
Section 3 | BC-1443 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Conshohocken, PA to Richmond, VA (368.5 mi.)
Section 4 | BC-1401 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Richmond, VA to Wilmington, NC (379.1 mi.)
Section 5 | BC-1402 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Wilmington, NC to Okatie, SC (357 mi.)
Section 6 | BC-1403 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Okatie, SC to St. Augustine, FL (262.1 mi.)
Section 7 | BC-1405 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | St. Augustine, FL to Key West, FL (506.3 mi.)

Chicago to New York City Bicycle Route

New York City
Chicago, IL
Pittsburgh, PA

OTHER

Take a journey through the rural countryside interspersed with big city attractions on this route.
Beginning in Chicago, you’ll ride through Indianapolis, Columbus, Pittsburgh, and into the heart
of New York City. The Philadelphia Alternate includes routing on the Great Allegheny Passage
and a portion of the C&O Canal Trail, and ends with a ferry into the Big Apple.
COMPLETE SET | BC-27 | 6 maps | Member $73 | $95 | Chicago, IL to New York City, NY Main and
Philadelphia Alternate (1,678.8 mi.)
MAIN SET | BC-2710 | 4 maps | Member $48 | $64 | Chicago, IL to New York City, NY (1,160.3 mi.)
PHILADELPHIA ALTERNATE SET
BC-2720 | 5 maps | Member $61 | $80 | Chicago, IL to New York City, NY via Philadelphia, PA (1,172.9 mi)
Section 1 | BC-2701 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Chicago, IL to Indianapolis, IN (230.8 mi.)
Section 2 | BC-2702 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Indianapolis, IN to Zanesville, OH (274.6 mi.)
Section 3 | BC-2703 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Zanesville, OH to Clearfield, PA (295.8 mi.)
Section 4 | BC-2704 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Clearfield, PA to New York City, NY (359.1 mi.)
CHICAGO TO NEW YORK CITY PHILADELPHIA ALTERNATE
Section 1 | BC-2705 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Pittsburgh, PA to Lancaster, PA (338.7 mi.)
Section 2 | BC-2706 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Lancaster, PA to New York City, NY (179.8 mi.

Delmarva Route

OTHER
Pedal past historic towns, productive farmlands, quaint coastal villages, and sun-soaked
beaches along the Eastern Seaboard. As a coastal alternative or to create a loop, this routing
can be connected to the Atlantic Coast Route at either Philadelphia, PA, or Currituck, NC.
COMPLETE SET | BC-1903 | 2 maps | Member $24 | $32 | Philadelphia, PA to Currituck, NC (350.1 mi.)
Section 1 | BC-1901 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Philadelphia, PA to Felton, DE (107.4 mi.) and Chesapeake
Option (193.5 mi.)
Section 2 | BC-1902 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Felton, DE to Currituck, NC (242.7 mi.)

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Adventure Cycling Maps
Great Divide Mountain Bike Route

EPIC
Redesigned maps with added features will entice any adventure cyclist to ride this route.
• All new maps for the 2018 20th anniversary edition
• NEW! South to north cues added
• NEW! 378 additional miles in Canada, plus 60 additional miles in Montana

Jasper, AB
Roosville, MT

COMPLETE GREAT DIVIDE MTB ROUTE PLUS CANADA
BC-2010 | 7 maps | Member $85 | $111 | Jasper, AB to Antelope Wells, NM (3,087.5 mi.)
COMPLETE GREAT DIVIDE MTB ROUTE SET – U.S. ONLY
BC-200 | 6 maps | Member $73 | $95 | Roosville, MT to Antelope Wells, NM (2,498.4 mi.)
CANADA | BC-209 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Jasper, AB to Roosville MT (589.1 mi.)
Section 1 | BC-201 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Roosville, MT to Helena MT (371.1 mi.)
Section 2 | BC-202 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Helena, MT to Colter Bay, WY (453.3 mi.)
Section 3 | BC-203 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Colter Bay, WY to Rawlins, WY (365.5 mi.)
Section 4 | BC-204 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Rawlins, WY to Salida, CO (374.9 miles)
Section 5 | BC-205 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Salida, CO to Grants, NM (539.2 mi.)
Section 6 | BC-206 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Grants, NM to Antelope Wells, NM (394.4 mi.)

Antelope Wells, NM

Great Rivers South Route

OTHER
Explore the Mississippi on a route that would make Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn proud. Enjoy
some great cycling in the Ozarks and along the Natchez Trace.
COMPLETE SET | BC-18 | 3 maps | Member $36 | $48 | Muscatine, IA to New Orleans, LA (1,384.5 mi.)
Section 1 | BC-1811 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Muscatine, IA to Cape Girardeau, MO (452.5 mi.)
Section 2 | BC-1812 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Cape Girardeau, MO to Tupelo, MS (451.5 mi.)
Section 3 | BC-1813 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Tupelo, MS to New Orleans, LA (480.5 mi.)

Muscatine, IA

New Orleans, LA

Idaho Hot Springs Mountain Bike Route

Boise, ID

Lewis & Clark Bicycle Trail

EPIC

Seaside, OR

Hartford, IL
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LOOP

Soak in your choice of 50+ hot springs along this scenic loop among rivers and mountains
located northeast of Boise. Singletrack options are shown on the second map in the set.
COMPLETE SET | BC-23 | 2 maps | Member $24 | $32
MAIN ROUTE | BC-2301 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | (517.5 mi.)
SINGLETRACK | BC-2302 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | (245.9 mi.)

For the ultimate Lewis and Clark experience, this route is the only way to go. It follows the
famous explorers’ trail as closely as possible and includes options for the different routes the
Corps took on their return journey.
COMPLETE SET | BC-4000 | 8 maps | Member $97 | $127 | Hartford, IL to Seaside, OR (3,124.1 mi.)
Section 1 | BC-4001 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Hartford, IL to Council Bluffs, IA (554.5 mi.)
Section 2 | BC-4002 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Council Bluffs, IA to Pierre, SD (488.5 mi.)
Section 3 | BC-4003 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Pierre, SD to Dickinson, ND (413.5 mi.)
Section 4 | BC-4004 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Dickinson, ND to Great Falls, MT (497.1 mi.)
Section 5 | BC-4005 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Great Falls, MT to Missoula, MT (474.5 mi.)
Section 6 | BC-4006 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Missoula, MT to Clarkston, WA (222.5 mi.)
Section 7 | BC-4007 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Clarkston, WA to Seaside, OR (473.5 mi.)
Section 8 | BC-4008 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Three Forks, MT to Glendive, MT (417 mi.)

Order & See More Details Online: adventurecycling.org/store or Call 800.721.8719, 8am–5 pm MST, M–F

Adventure Cycling Maps
Northern Tier Route

EPIC

Anacortes, WA
Bar Harbor, ME

Northern Tier + North Lakes Route

Anacortes, WA
Bar Harbor, ME
Minneapolis, MN
Fort Erie, ON

North Lakes Route

The Northern Tier crosses three mountain ranges — the Cascades, Rockies, and Adirondacks.
Along the way, the route passes through Glacier National Park, the headwaters of the
Mississippi, and Amish country. Discover the beauty of America by crossing the country on
the Northern Tier.
COMPLETE SET | BC-10 | 11 maps | Member $133 | $175 | Anacortes, WA to Bar Harbor, ME (4,293.1 mi.)
Section 1 | BC-1121 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Anacortes, WA to Sandpoint, ID (457.5 mi.)
Section 2 | BC-1122 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Sandpoint, ID to Cut Bank, MT (444.9 mi.)
Section 3 | BC-1123 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Cut Bank, MT to Dickinson, ND (567.3 mi.)
Section 4 | BC-1124 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Dickinson, ND to Fargo, ND (342.6 mi.)
Section 5 | BC-1301 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Fargo, ND to Walker, MN (173.7 mi.)
Section 6 | BC-1302 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Walker, MN to Stillwater, MN (256 mi.)
Section 7 | BC-1303 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Stillwater, MN to Muscatine, IA (372.7 mi.)
Section 8 | BC-1101 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Muscatine, IA to Monroeville, IN (405.7 mi.)
Section 9 | BC-1102 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Monroeville, IN to Orchard Park, NY (409 mi.)
Section 10 | BC-1103 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Orchard Park, NY to Ticonderoga, NY (426.5 mi.)
Section 11 | BC-1104 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Ticonderoga, NY to Bar Harbor, ME (437.2 mi.)

EPIC
This connector around northern Lake Michigan features a ferry-ride option, miles of beautiful
shoreline, and the great forests of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. It traverses the upper coastlines
of Lake Michigan and Lake Erie for miles and miles of riding along these large bodies of water.
COMPLETE NORTHERN TIER + NORTH LAKES MAP SET (Does not include Northern Tier sections 7–9)
BC-11 | 12 maps | Member $145 | $191 | Anacortes, WA to Bar Harbor, ME (4,365.4 mi.)
N. Tier Section 1 | BC-1121 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Anacortes, WA to Sandpoint, ID (457.5 mi.)
N. Tier Section 2 | BC-1122 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Sandpoint, ID to Cut Bank, MT (444.9 mi.)
N. Tier Section 3 | BC-1123 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Cut Bank, MT to Dickinson, ND (567.3 mi.)
N. Tier Section 4 | BC-1124 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Dickinson, ND to Fargo, ND (342.6 mi.)
N. Tier Section 5 | BC-1301 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Fargo, ND to Walker, MN (173.7 mi.)
N. Tier Section 6 | BC-1302 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Walker, MN to Stillwater, MN (256 mi.)
N. Lakes Section 1 | BC-1911 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Minneapolis, MN to Escanaba, MI (439.5 mi.)
N. Lakes Section 2 | BC-1912 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Escanaba, MI to Mackinaw City, MI (151 mi.)
N. Lakes Section 3 | BC-1913 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Mackinaw City, MI to Denver, IN (569 mi.)
N. Tier Section 10 | BC-1103 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Orchard Park, NY to Ticonderoga, NY (426.5 mi.)
N. Tier Section 11 | BC-1104 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Ticonderoga, NY to Bar Harbor, ME (437.2 mi.)
Lake Erie Connector | BC-1914 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Wolf Lake, MI to Fort Erie, ON (506.7 mi.)

OTHER

Minneapolis, MN

Wolf Lake, MI
Denver, IN

Pacific Coast Route
Vancouver, BC

Imperial Beach, CA

This loop around northern Lake Michigan features a ferry-ride option, miles of beautiful
shoreline, and the great forests of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. North Lakes offers an interesting
alternative for Northern Tier riders wanting to experience the beauty of the Great Lakes.
COMPLETE SET | Set BC-19 | 3 maps | Member $36 | $48 | Minneapolis, MN to Denver, IN (1,159.5 mi.)
Section 1 | BC-1911 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Minneapolis, MN to Escanaba, MI (439.5 mi.)
Section 2 | BC-1912 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Escanaba, MI to Mackinaw City, MI (151 mi.) and
Manitowoc Alternate (296.5 mi.)
Section 3 | BC-1913 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Mackinaw City, MI to Denver, IN (569 mi.)

EPIC
The scenic Pacific Coast Route travels from Vancouver, British Columbia, to Imperial Beach,
California. Breathtaking cliffs, redwood forests, lighthouses, beaches, and a rugged coastline
make this a very popular route. Discover the beauty to be found between Canada and Mexico.
COMPLETE SET | BC-16 | 5 maps | Member $61 | $80 | Vancouver, BC to Imperial Beach, CA (1,857.6 mi.)
Section 1 | BC-1611 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Vancouver, BC to Astoria, OR (413.5 mi.)
Section 2 | BC-1612 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Astoria, OR to Crescent City, CA (398.5 mi.)
Section 3 | BC-1621 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Crescent City, CA to San Francisco, CA (412 mi.)
Section 4 | BC-1622 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | San Francisco, CA to Santa Barbara, CA (383.1 mi.)
Section 5 | BC-1623 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Santa Barbara, CA to Imperial Beach, CA (250.5 mi.)
Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Adventure Cycling Maps
Park Routes

OTHER
Sedro-Woolley, WA
Elma,
WA

Jasper, AB
GREAT PARKS NORTH

Missoula, MT

WASHINGTON PARKS – Breathtaking views appear on these loops whether taking in the expanse
of the Pacific Ocean and the heights of the Cascade Mountains, or the Rocky Mountains.
COMPLETE SET | BC-25 | 2 MAPS | Member $24 | $33 | Sedro-Woolley, WA Loop (866.4 mi.)
Section 1 | BC-2501 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Sedro-Woolley, WA to Elma, WA (313.9 mi.)
Section 2 | BC-2502 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Elma, WA to Sedro-Woolley, WA (552.5 mi.)
GREAT PARKS NORTH – The jewels of the Canadian National Parks (Waterton, Kootenay, Banff,
and Jasper) are linked to Glacier National Park in the U.S.
Section 1 | BC-1212 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Jasper, AB to Fernie, BC (370.2 mi.)
Section 2 | BC-1211 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Fernie, BC to Missoula, MT (370.8 mi.)

Steamboat

Springs,
CO
Parks, Peaks, and Prairies
Route
GREAT PARKS SOUTH
Durango, CO

West
Yellowstone, MT
Minneapolis, MN

OTHER

This route connects Yellowstone National Park on the TransAmerica Trail to Minneapolis on
the Northern Tier Route through the mountain and prairie landscapes of Wyoming, South
Dakota, and Minnesota. It offers a scenic “middle-tier” option passing by Devils Tower
National Monument, Mt. Rushmore National Memorial, the Black Hills, Badlands National
Park, and rolling Minnesota river plains.
COMPLETE SET | BC-108 | 3 maps | Member $36 | $48 | West Yellowstone, MT to Minneapolis, MN (1,287.7 mi.)
Section 1 | BC-105 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | West Yellowstone, MT to Gillette, WY (398.2 mi.)
Section 2 | BC-106 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Gillette, WY, to Midland, SD (379.6 mi.)
Section 3 | BC-107 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Midland, SD to Minneapolis, MN (509.9 mi.)

Bicycle Route 66

EPIC
Ride this iconic route, often called “The Main Street of America,” made famous in popular
songs, literature, television, and movies. Route 66 became a reality as a highway in 1926,
connecting Chicago and Los Angeles.
Chicago, IL

Santa
Monica, CA

COMPLETE SET | BC-26 | 6 maps | Member $73 | $95 Chicago, IL to Santa Monica, CA (2,510.5 mi.)
Section 1 | BC-2601 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Chicago, IL to St. Louis, MO (332.8 mi.)
Section 2 | BC-2602 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | St. Louis, MO to Joplin, MO (326.3 mi.)
Section 3 | BC-2603 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Joplin, MO to Adrian, TX (582.9 mi.)
Section 4 | BC-2604 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Adrian, TX to Gallup, NM (504.6 mi.)
Section 5 | BC-2605 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Gallup, NM to Oatman, AZ (404.5 mi.)
Section 6 | BC-2606 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Oatman, AZ to Santa Monica, CA (359.4 mi.)

Sierra Cascades Route
Blaine, WA

Tecate, CA

EPIC
See some of the West’s most spectacular scenery riding through the mountain ranges that
parallel the Pacific Crest. The national parks of the North Cascades, Mt. Rainier, Crater Lake,
Lassen Volcanic, Yosemite, Kings Canyon, and Sequoia are highlights on this route.
COMPLETE SET | BC-22 | 5 maps | Member $61 | $80 | Blaine, WA to Tecate, CA (2,441.3 mi.)
Section 1 | BC-2201 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Blaine, WA to Rainier National Park, WA (484 mi.)
Section 2 | BC-2202 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Rainier N.P., WA to Crater Lake N.P., OR (452.7 mi.)
Section 3 | BC-2203 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Crater Lake National Park, OR to Truckee, CA (459.6 mi.)
Section 4 | BC-2204 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Truckee, CA to Lake Isabella, CA (559.4 mi.)
Section 5 | BC-2205 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Lake Isabella, CA to Tecate, CA (485.6 mi.)

Southern Tier Route

EPIC
Our southern transcontinental route will take you from San Diego, California, to St. Augustine,
Florida. Explore the Southwest, the Texas Hill Country, the Deep South, and the Gulf Coast.
COMPLETE SET | BC-17 | 7 maps | Member $85 | $111 | San Diego, CA to St. Augustine, FL (3,043 mi.)
Section 1 | BC-1701 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | San Diego, CA to Tempe, AZ (432.4 mi.)
Section 2 | BC-1702 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Tempe, AZ to El Paso, TX (512.9 mi.)
Section 3 | BC-1703 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | El Paso, TX to Del Rio, TX (432.6 mi.)
Section 4 | BC-1704 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Del Rio, TX to Navasota, TX (433 mi.)
Section 5 | BC-1705 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Navasota, TX to New Orleans, LA (535 mi.)
Section 6 | BC-1706 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | New Orleans, LA to DeFuniak Springs, FL (306.2 mi.)
Section 7 | BC-1707 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | DeFuniak Springs, FL to St. Augustine, FL (390.9 mi.)
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Adventure Cycling Maps
Texas Hill Country Loop

LOOP
Beginning in Austin, this loop traverses the scenic countryside, rivers, towns, and sites west
of Austin. Cutoff routing between Fredericksburg and Austin can decrease your miles.
BC-2401 | 1 map | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Austin, TX Loop (311.3 mi.)

Austin, TX

Wolf Lake, MI

Fort Erie, ON

Huron, OH

Three Connectors

Wolf Lake, MI

Cedar City, UT
Fort Erie, ON

CONNECTOR

Huron, OH
Tempe, AZ

Cedar City, UT

Wolf Lake, MI

Tempe, AZ
Cedar City, UT

Huron, OH

Fort Erie, ON
St. Augustine, FL

St. Augustine, FL

Fort Lauderdale, FL

These connector
routes
Tempe,
AZ between the Western Express and the Southern Tier in the west, and between the North
Lakes and the Northern Tier in the east, make for great variations and loops in our network.
Fort Lauderdale, FL
GRAND CANYON CONNECTOR | BC-1203 | 1St.
map
| Member $12.75
| $16.75 | Cedar City, UT to Tempe, AZ (569.5 mi.)
Augustine,
FL
LAKE ERIE CONNECTOR | BC-1914 | 1 map | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Wolf Lake, MI to Fort Erie, ON (506.7 mi.)
FLORIDA CONNECTOR | BC-1406 | 1 map | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | St. Augustine, FL to Ft. Lauderdale, FL (519.5 mi.)
Fort Lauderdale, FL

TransAmerica Trail

EPIC

Astoria, OR

Yorktown, VA

Western Express and TransAm East

San
Franciso, CA

Pueblo, CO

Yorktown, VA

The route that made cross-country cycling famous. Ride through the history of the nation —
colonial Virginia, plantations, Civil War battlefields, Lincoln’s birthplace, and the Oregon Trail.
COMPLETE SET | BC-15 | 12 maps | Member $123 | $177 | Astoria, OR to Yorktown, VA (4,217 mi.)
Section 1 | BC-1511 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Astoria, OR to Coburg, OR (227 mi.)
Section 2 | BC-1512 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Coburg, OR to Baker City, OR (341 mi.)
Section 3 | BC-1513 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Baker City, OR to Missoula, MT (419 mi.)
Section 4 | BC-1521 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Missoula, MT to West Yellowstone, MT (328.8 mi.)
Section 5 | BC-1522 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | West Yellowstone, MT to Rawlins, WY (350 mi.)
Section 6 | BC-1523 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Rawlins, WY to Pueblo, CO (389.5 mi.)
Section 7 | BC-1531 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Pueblo, CO to Alexander, KS (287.8 mi.)
Section 8 | BC-1532 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Alexander, KS to Girard, KS (326.1 mi.)
Section 9 | BC-1533 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Girard, KS to Murphysboro, IL (411 mi.)
Section 10 | BC-1541 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Murphysboro, IL to Berea, KY (400.4 mi.)
Section 11 | BC-1542 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Berea, KY to Christianburg, VA (370.5 mi.)
Section 12 | BC-1543 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Christianburg, VA to Yorktown, VA (365.9 mi.)

EPIC
The Western Express begins at the Golden Gate Bridge and ends at the Rocky Mountain
Front, crossing some of America’s most extreme and scenic terrain.
COMPLETE WESTERN EXPRESS + TRANSAM EAST SET
BC-210 | 10 maps | Member $121 | $159 | San Francisco, CA to Yorktown, VA (3,736.2 mi.)
COMPLETE WESTERN EXPRESS ROUTE SET
BC-21 | 4 maps | Member $48 | $64 | San Francisco, CA to Pueblo, CO (1,577 mi.)
Section 1 | BC-2101 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | San Francisco, CA to Fallon, NV (319.9 mi.)
Section 2 | BC-2102 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Fallon, NV to Cedar City, UT (458.4 mi.)
Section 3 | BC-2103 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Cedar City, UT to Dolores, CO (441.4 mi.)
Section 4 | BC-2104 | Member $12.75 | $16.75 | Dolores, CO to Pueblo, CO (357.3 mi.)

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Put 50,000 miles in your pocket and start pedaling
Bicycle Route Navigator App
You trust Adventure Cycling’s paper maps to lead you to breathtaking vistas,
guide you along great cycling routes, and offer robust service directories so you
can find what you need along the way. They even feature climate information —
but what about the weather today?
The Bicycle Route Navigator app, available for iOS and Android, features
everything you love about Adventure Cycling’s paper maps, plus real-time weather
information, conditions warnings, tap-to-call convenience, and the ability to save
maps offline to save battery life or simply head far from the grid.
The entire 50,000-mile Adventure Cycling Route Network is available on the app,
including some digital-only options (see page 39) only available in pixel form.
The app is free to download via your smartphone’s app store and a sample map
section of the TransAmerica Trail is included to get acquainted with features.
Map sections are then available for purchase in-app.

Bicycle Route Navigator Highlights
• No subscriptions or complex file conversions are necessary — just download the
app, purchase a route section, and start riding with confidence
• At-your-fingertips info like elevation profiles, distance, riding conditions, location of
bike shops, sources for food and water, and listings of overnight accommodations
including camping facilities, small hotels, and cyclists-only lodging
• Wind and weather data along the routes and severe weather warnings that include
thunderstorm, flood, and fire information
• One tap to call ahead for a campsite, check lodging availability, or connect with a
nearby bike shop
• Show or hide bicycling services such as campgrounds, bike shops, lodging, and towns
• Use embedded points-of-interest search for even more services
• Calculate the distance between two points on the route and see the elevation profile
• Switch between Google Maps and OpenCycleMap for even more detail, and
download the map for use without cell service

Still rocking a flip phone?
GPX Data remains available
Maybe you’re a Luddite living a life free from
the grip of glowing screens, or maybe your
smartphone’s battery life is down to a housefly’s
lifespan. Or maybe you just prefer using a GPS
device like a Garmin. Adventure Cycling offers
GPX data for those devices (or for use with thirdparty apps on a smartphone or tablet) to let you
plan and ride your adventure however you prefer.
Our GPX data packages include track and service
waypoint files in .gpx (GPS Exchange Format) file
format at adventurecycling.org/store.
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Adventure Cycling Maps

A Perfect Pairing:
Print Map and Digital App
The combo of paper and app
gives you the ultimate in tour
planning. Paper maps are great
for planning your trip and allow
you to see the big picture. They
are also super reliable on the road
because you’re not depending on
an electronic device that requires
charging. The app is also great
because you can “download
and go,” and it allows you to see
details at a higher resolution.
Whether you choose paper maps
or the app or both, remember
that Adventure Cycling still
relies on professionals to scope
out destinations and the many
roads and amenities along the
way. Our maps are made for
cyclists, by cyclists.

Frequently Asked Questions
Do you have sample data so I can
see what I’m getting with the app?
The Bicycle Route Navigator comes
with sample data from the iconic
TransAmerica Trail. After installing the
app on your device, the sample data
will be available under the “My Routes”
tab. This will allow you to become
familiar with the data and functionality
provided when purchasing route
sections within the app.

JOHN PRICE

I’ve purchased one or more
Adventure Cycling GPX data
packages and would like to use
the data within the Bicycle Route
Navigator app. Is this possible?
To keep the app simple and easy to
use, Bicycle Route Navigator only
works with the route data available for
purchase through the app itself. You
may use the Adventure Cycling GPX
data packages in a third-party app
of your choice or on Garmin or other
compatible GPS devices.
Do Adventure Cycling members
get a discount in the Bicycle Route
Navigator App?
Due to the complexities with the
Google Play and iTunes stores, we are
unable to offer membership discounts
on route sections purchased in the
app. Members still receive discounts
on paper maps.

Our entire route network is available digitally. Due to limited resources, the
paper map versions of these routes have been discontinued and will no longer
be available as paper versions once they sell out. The routes are still available
digitally as a GPX file (shown below) or an in-app purchase through the Bicycle
Route Navigator app (see opposite page).

Underground Railroad Route

EPIC

Owen
Sound, ON
DETROIT
ALTERNATE

Everett, OH

Erie, PA

PITTSBURGH
SPUR

Pittsburgh,PA

Take a ride on the route to freedom.
From Mobile, Alabama, to Owen
Sound, Ontario, journey through
time and beautiful landscapes while
learning about an important part of
American history.

Mobile, AL

COMPLETE SET | BD-5000 | 5 MAPS | $52 | Mobile, AL to Owen Sound, ON (1,997.3 mi.)
Section 1 | BD-5001 | $10.99 | Mobile, AL to Fulton, MS (400.8 mi.)
Section 2 | BD-5002 | $10.99 | Fulton, MS to Owensboro, KY (435 mi.)
Section 3 | BD-5003 | $10.99 | Owensboro, KY to Milford, OH (378.9 mi.)
Section 4 | BD-5004 | $10.99 | Milford, OH to Erie, PA (404.6 mi.)
Section 5 | BD-5005 | $10.99 | Erie, PA to Owen Sound, ON (378 mi.)
UNDERGROUND RAILROAD DETROIT ALTERNATE
Section 1 | BD-5006 | $10.99 | Everett, OH to Sombra, ON (340.8 mi.)
Section 2 | BD-5007 | $10.99 | Sombra, ON to Owen Sound, ON (223.9 mi.)

Other Routes

OTHER

GREAT PARKS SOUTH | Section 1 | BC-1201 | $10.99 | Steamboat Springs, CO to Poncha Springs, CO (386.8 mi.)
| Section 2 | BD-1202 | $10.99 | Poncha Springs, CO to Durango, CO (305.5 mi.)
GREEN MOUNTAINS LOOP | BD-1011 | $10.99 | Burlington, VT Loop (376 mi.)
UTAH CLIFFS LOOP (50% dirt, 50% road) | BD-1022 | $10.99 | St. George, UT Loop (288 mi.)
ALLEGHENY MOUNTAINS LOOP | BD-1033 | $10.99 | Blacksburg, VAA Loop (408.5 mi.)
UNDERGROUND RAILROAD PITTSBURGH SPUR | BD-1044 | $10.99 | Pittsburgh, PA - Erie, PA (153.0 miles)
ADIRONDACK PARK LOOP | BD-1055 | $10.99 | Albany, NY Loop (395 mi.)
TIDEWATER POTOMAC HERITAGE ROUTE | BD-1451 | $10.99 | Washington, DC Spurs (377 mi.)

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Posters & Map Accesories

TransAmerica Trail Poster
Beautiful illustration of the TransAm Trail from the book America’s
Bicycle Route: The Story of the TransAmerica Bicycle Trail. 28 x 15in.
LW-10024 | $20

Route Network
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This gorgeous poster traces the Great Divide Mountain
Bike Route from Canada to Mexico. 15.75 x 25.75in.
LW-10025-1 | $20
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purchase our maps, please visit www.adventurecycling.org.
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trails in North America.
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Adventure Cycling Route Network Map
Every Adventure Cycling Route displayed on a beautiful poster. Hang it
anywhere and everywhere, and let the inspiration ride on! 29 x 14in.
LW-89-1 | $20

Adventure Cycling
Map Case
A perfect fit for Adventure
Cycling’s route maps. Viewing
size 9.75 x 5in.
BT-225 | $10

Cue Clip
Weatherproof, rustproof,
and super strong, this
clip mounts on either
your stem or handlebar.
BT-1267 | $8

Adventure Cycling
Magnifying Card
Credit card–shaped magnifier
for those hard-to-read maps,
menus, or magazines. Made
of plastic, it magnifies 3x the
original size. 2.5 x 2.25in.
LW-1001 | $4
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Recycled Bicycle
Map Wallet
Constructed of
outdated Adventure
Cycling Route Network
maps, this is the
perfect ultralight
wallet. Each wallet
is unique depending
on the map used and
features two small
pockets for cards and
I.D. and one larger
pocket for bills.
LW-10411 | $10

Stickers, Patches, Gifts
Adventure Cycling
Route Stickers
See website for details
and product availability
for all 16 stickers.
$2-$5 each

Adventure
Cycling Route
Patches
See website for
details and product
availability.
$5 each

Great Divide Postcard
A beautiful illustration of the Great Divide
Mountain Bike Route. The world’s longest
mountain bike trail traces the Continental
Divide from Canada to Mexico on dirt and
gravel roads, some pavement, and some
singletrack. Sold individually.

Bike Your Park Day Patch

LW-10026-1 | $3

Thousands of people throughout the
world explore parks and public lands by
bike for Bike Your Park Day on the last
Saturday in September. Share your love
of cycling in our iconic parks with this
Bike Your Park Day patch. 3.25 x 3.5in.
LW-10556-1 | $5

Bike Travel Weekend Patch
Thousands of people will go on a one- or
two-night trip to a campground, B&B, or
friend’s house for Bike Travel Weekend
during the first weekend in June. This
patch celebrates everything you love
about traveling by bike. 3.5 x 2.5in.
LW-1053-1 | $5

Keep the Wheels
Turning Sticker
Inspired in part by our
COVID-19 response decals
and graphics. Represent
the organization you love
while encouraging safe
behavior, positivity, and, of
course, cycling!

Adventure Cycling
2023 Calendar
Get your bike touring inspiration for
2023. The calendar features some
of our favorite bike travel photos
from our photo contest winners
along with great Adventure Cycling
resources. 11 x 8.5 in.
LW-10040 | $14.95

LW-1101 | $3

Adventure Cycling Bike
Touring Sticker
Represent the organization
you love with this all-new
hi-vis bike touring sticker.
4 x 3.29in.
LW-107 | $3

Open Road Board Game
Bring the enjoyment of bicycle touring and the vast
beauty of America’s wonders to your table in the form of a
bicycle touring strategy game. Play in your tent, at home,
by the campfire, at the local watering hole, or on the road.
BT-10013 | $50
Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Books

America’s Bicycle Route:
The Story of the TransAmerica Bicycle Trail
By Michael McCoy and Greg Siple.
This beautiful, hardbound coffee table book offers a complete
history of the TransAm Trail and the people who created it. Dozens
of stories from individuals who have ridden the trail over the past
four decades complement over 400 photos and illustrations. Anyone
who spends time with the book will come to understand why people
choose to bicycle across America. But you don’t need to have cycled
the TransAm — you don’t even need to be a touring cyclist — to
appreciate the stories of people traveling America by bike to celebrate
the country’s bicentennial. Rider and route profiles, along with great
stories of the individuals who developed the routes and made the
incredible journey, make this limited edition a “must have” for any
cycling enthusiast or anyone who enjoys travel, adventure, and the
audacity of young people with a vision. Hb. 204 pp.
LW-10071 | $49.95

An Introduction to Bike Touring
It’s small but mighty! This action-packed tome will help the casual cyclist or bike commuter safely
and confidently attempt an overnight bike trip. While there are a number of guides and blogs dedicated
to providing advice about bike touring, many of these resources set a goal of international tours or
cycling cross-country. An Introduction to Bike Touring is a fun and approachable guide to adventure by
bike. This interactive guide includes links to helpful resources, informative graphics, and a glossary of
helpful terms to help you navigate the wide world of cycling. 52 full color pages.
GB-1092-1 | $22

Miles from Nowhere: A Round-theWorld Bicycle Adventure
By Barbara Savage.
Foreword by Tara Austen Weaver. The story
of Barbara and Larry Savage’s sometimes
dangerous, often zany, but ultimately rewarding
23,000-mile bicycle odyssey, which took
them through 25 countries in two years.
Along the way, these near-neophyte cyclists
on their 10-speeds encountered warmhearted strangers eager to share food and
shelter, bicycle-hating drivers who ran them
off the road, various wild animals (including
an attack camel), rock-throwing Egyptians,
overprotective Thai policeman, motherly New
Zealanders, meteorological disasters, bodily
indignities, and great personal joys. Sb. 354 pp.

Downhills Don’t Come Free:
One Man’s Bike Ride from
Alaska to Mexico
By Jerry Holl.
Join the author on his solo bike ride from Alaska
to Mexico. Coming off a lifetime of corporate
positions, he wasn’t exactly prepared — his
most trusted companion on the trip was a bike
he didn’t know how to fix. But inexperience and
lack of a concrete plan didn’t stop him. For 51
days, Holl pedaled his way across two countries,
encountering everything weird and wondrous
North America had to offer. Sb. 323 pp.
GB-133 | $16.95

GB-105 | $18.95

Touring on Bikes: Book of Questions
By Mark Standley and David Plaskett
Nothing can be as freeing, exciting, and risky
as bike touring. Touring on bikes creates a
need to prepare ourselves, our bikes, our gear,
and our food/water. A successful bike tour is a
result of great planning, hard biking, and good
old-fashioned luck. This Book of Questions is
designed to help bikers plan their tours near
and far. We provide resources so you can
research your own answers from experts,
fellow cyclists, books, and the web.
GB-74-1 | $13
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How to Fix a Flat When You’re
Already Crying
This is a comic-style guide to flat tire fixing,
offering solutions to common barriers, and lots
of encouragement. It is geared toward those
who have felt overwhelmed or intimidated
by mechanic work in the past. 28 pages with
saddle-stitch binding.
GB-32-1 | $15

Order & See More Details Online: adventurecycling.org/store or Call 800.721.8719, 8am–5 pm MST, M–F

Books
Cycling the Great Divide –
Second Edition
By Michael McCoy and
Adventure Cycling Association.
Accompanies Adventure Cycling’s Great
Divide maps, contains suggested riding
distances, campsites, and cultural and
natural history. Sb. 224 pp.
IS-132 | $18.95

Great Divide Mountain Bike
Route Maps & Book Set
All seven maps and Michael McCoy’s classic
book, Cycling the Great Divide, in one package.
BM-200 | Member $103.95 | Non-member $129.95

Cycling the Pacific Coast:
The Complete Guide from
Canada to Mexico
By Bill Thornes.
Updated using Adventure Cycling’s Pacific
Coast route. Organized in five sections —
Washington, Oregon, Northern California,
Central California, and Southern California.
Includes info on lodging, camping, loading
the bike, safe cycling, road conditions,
weather, and more. Sb. 332 pp.
GB-139 | $24.95

Bicycling the TransAm:
Virginia to Oregon/Washington

Cycling the Katy Trail

By Stephanie Ager Kirz.

The definitive guide to a crown jewel in the
American rail-trail system, sharing the trail
from the perspective of the touring cyclist. A
thorough trail guide and description for the
cyclist who plans to ride the Katy Trail, plus
a journey story that magnifies the ride along
the trail into a delightful tale of discovery
that everyone will enjoy. Sb. 155 pp.
GB-130 | $14.95

A companion book to Adventure Cycling’s
TransAmerica Trail maps. Follow along with
Stephanie and her husband, a couple of seniors
who don’t camp. Contains recommended daily
itineraries for 11 states and is fully indexed with
Adventure Cycling maps. Contains information
not included in the maps. Sb. 224 pp.
IS-126 | $19.95

Cycling Europe: Great Day Rides
By Michael Lyon
Everything you need to know to take over 90
beautiful self-guided, single-day rides in Europe
while staying in any of over 30 fascinating
European cities. Rent a bike locally and head
out of town on your adventure — without having
to move your luggage! Whether you are on a
general European vacation or even on business
in Europe, and want to add some riding beyond
the standard city tour — this book is for you!
Ride on generally flat routes on your rented
bike — maybe even an eBike! Pb. 211 pp.
GB-106 | $22

By Neil Hanson.

The Essential Touring Cyclist:
A Complete Course for the
Bicycle Traveler
By Richard A. Lovett.
A fully illustrated manual detailing bike choice,
equipment, packing, and more. Sb. 160 pp.
IS-110 | $18

Bike. Camp. Cook: The Hungry
Cycle Tourist’s Guide to Slowing
Down, Eating Well, and Savoring
Life on the Open Road.

The Bar Mitzvah and the Beast: One
Family’s Cross-Country Ride of
Passage by Bike

By Tara Alan.

This is a funny, thoughtful memoir of one
ordinary American family’s extraordinary
journey by bicycle, and an enlightening, warm
exploration of the bond between a spiritual,
nature-loving father and his ambivalent,
computer game–loving son. 272 pp.
GB-73-1 | $17

Join this avid cook and world bicycle tourist
as she brandishes her spork and takes a stand
against dismal camp fare. Features a “how to”
section and 50 recipes. Sb. 273 pp.
IS-111 | $24.95

By Matt Biers-Ariel

Park Tool BBB-4
Big Blue Book of Bike Repair

Pocket Guide to
Emergency Repair

Updated with the latest information, the 4th
edition covers everything from minor adjustments
to complete overhauls. Features clear, step-bystep instructions, high-quality color photos, and
useful charts and graphs to thoroughly explain and
demonstrate hundreds of repairs. Sb. 251 pp.
IS-161 | $30

By Ron Cordes and Eric Grove.
A handy reference that addresses the most
common repair problems. 4.5 x 3.5 in. 28 pp.
IS-160 | $12.95

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Locks & Straps

MSW CLK-108 Combination Cable Lock
Coated to protect the bicycle and available in a variety of cable
diameters. Tool-free, four-digit resettable combination lock. Plastic
coated to protect your bicycle. Pre-coiled for easy storing and
transportation. 5ft. cable length. Black
BT-2301-1 | $16.99

Kryptonite R-2
Retractable
Combo Cable Lock

OTTOLOCK

A portable pocket combination
lock perfect for those “oops I
didn’t realize I’d need a lock”
moments. Features 10,000
resettable combinations and
a 2.4mm vinyl coated steel
retraction security cable. 3ft.
cable length, weighs 0.40 lbs.

BT-252-1 | 18in. Cinch Lock | 120g | $55
BT-252-2 | 30in. Cinch Lock | 155g | $65
BT-252-3 | 60in. Cinch Lock | 235g | $80

A cinch lock for both cyclists and outdoor enthusiasts who
value their gear and need a compact and lightweight solution.
Designed for short-stay security. Made in the USA. Black

BT-2119 | $18.95

ROK straps

Titan Super Straps
A multipurpose strap made from a stretchy, high-performance
polymer that’s been injected with a 10-year UV additive for
longevity and bombproof strength. These straps are a perfect
lightweight accessory to include on your next bike ride.

Say farewell to unsightly
bungee straps. Say goodbye
and good riddance to
hazardous tie down shock
cords. Strong, durable, stylish,
and safe. Two per pack.
Commuter | 12–28in. 1/4in. |
Orange | BT-1956 | $16
Pack Strap | 12–42in. 5/8in. |
Lime | BT-19562 | $19

Fluorescent Blue | BT-4100-1 | 14in. | $8.99
Fluorescent Yellow | BT-4100-2 | 18in. | $8.99
Fluorescent Orange | BT-4100-3 | 25in. | $9.49
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Tools

Park Tool
IB-2 I-Beam Mini Folding Multi-Tool
DONNA RZEWNICKI

The all-new IB-2 is a strong, compact, inexpensive, and
extremely lightweight tool designed for every ride. Featuring
10 commonly used tools and Park’s bombproof I-Beam
design. Dimensions: 2.95 x 1.57 x 0.71in. Weighs 3.81 oz.
Includes 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8mm hex wrenches, T25
Torx compatible driver, and flat blade screwdriver.
BT-1016-4 | $16.95

SKS Digital Air Gauge
Second Generation
The fully redesigned digital air pressure gauge
features precise digital pressure measurement
and ergonomic design. Featuring composite
sides for a comfortable feel and good grip. The
backlit display with extra large digits can be
read in all positions thanks to the swiveling duo
head. Compatible with Presta/Schrader valves,
and the display can be switched from bar to PSI
at the push of a button. Incremental pressure
deflation is possible with the pressure release
button and real-time measuring (gauge does
not require removal from the valve stem to
reset and give new reading). Automatic switchoff function saves battery life. Includes battery.
BT-1066 | $32.99

Problem Solvers Universal
Derailer Hanger
The Universal Hanger should be in everyone’s
saddlebag. If your existing derailer hanger
busts, strips, or is totally wonky, the Universal
Hanger replaces the drive-side nut on your
quick-release skewer so you can get the
majority of your gear range back. Absolutely
essential for touring and backcountry
adventuring. Not compatible with thru-axles.
BT-108 | $18

Park Tool PZT-2 Pizza Cutter
This is an update of the timeless
PZT-1. It’s bigger (for better hand
position), better (super sharp, large
diameter stainless steel cutting
wheel cuts through even the
toughest terrain), and stronger.
BT-10011 | $16.95

Crank Brothers Multi-19 Tool
Comes complete with 19 tools for common road and trail-side
repairs, plus a light, durable case. Includes 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6,
and 8mm hex keys, #1–4 spoke wrenches, 8-, 9-, 10-speed
compatible chain tool, T10 and T25 torx, two Phillips and one
slotted screwdrivers, and 8mm and 10mm open wrenches. 3.5
x 1.7in. Weighs 6.17 oz.
BT-1002 | $32.95

Stein Mini Cassette
Lockring Tool – Shimano
In an emergency this can be used
to remove the cassette lockring
when bike shop resources are not
available. The tool can be used in
reverse to install the lockring, too.
BT-109 | $39.95

FiberFix Spoke
This strong Kevlar cord will
get you by in a pinch and to
your destination — on or off
pavement — after you’ve
broken a spoke.
BT-820 | $15

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Saddles & Pedals
Terry Liberator Gel Saddle
Features an ergonomically sculpted shape and
strategically located gel for added comfort
while providing support for the sit bones
and relieving pressure on soft tissue areas.
Constructed with a dura-tek, foam padding, and
steel rails.
Men’s Liberator Y Gel Saddle
BT-1581 | L/W: 10.4 x 6.6in. | 13.9 oz. | $75.95
Women’s Liberator X Gel Saddle
BT-1582 | L/W: 9.8 x 6.5in. | 14.5 oz. | $82.95

Men’s

Women’s

Planet Bike Waterproof
Saddle Cover

Brooks Flyer Saddle

Brooks B17 Standard Saddle
The most popular of Brooks’s models featuring
black-painted rails with machine-installed
tubular rivets, a smooth leather top, three
small holes for ventilation, and saddle bag
loops on the frame. Length/width: 11 x 6.7in.
Weighs 1 lb. 1 oz.
Honey | BT-2022 | $135 Black | BT-2021 | $140

Designed especially for extra-long rides or
off-road use, the Flyer saddle has an extremely
comfortable shape, plus shock-absorbing
springs. All leather construction with no foam.
Steel rails. Length /width: 10.8 x 6.8in. Weighs
1 lb. 12.8 oz.
Honey | BT-2026 | $150 Black | BT-2025 | $150

Whether you’re out on the road
or parking your bike outdoors,
keep your bike seat dry with the
Waterproof Bike Seat Cover. When
the skies are blue, it neatly stores
under your saddle where it’s ready
for action when rain drops start
falling on your head.
BT-9102-1 | Black | $15

Decksters Clipless
Pedal Adaptor
Sometimes socks and sandals don’t
seem so wrong. Decksters clip into
your two-bolt-style clipless pedals,
and just like that you’ve got a platform
pedal so you can wear flip-flops.
Compatible with two-bolt-style cleats
(not included). Designed for Shimano,
Crank Brothers, Wellgo, Ritchey, and
Time pedals. Includes 85 x 95 x 10mm
platform and mounting hardware. One
pair. Weighs 3.5 oz.
BT-1040 | $35.99
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Power Grips
The simple, easy way to increase your pedal power
without the locked-in feel of clipless pedals or toe clips
and straps. If you don’t use clipless pedals and shoes,
these are the straps for you. Pedals not included.
Regular | BT-1261 | $29.95
XLarge | BT-1262 | $39.95

Order & See More Details Online: adventurecycling.org/store or Call 800.721.8719, 8am–5 pm MST, M–F

Tires & Repairs

Topeak
Road Morph
Pump with Gauge
Q Tubes
Carry a spare tube with you and avoid
unnecessary stress! Q Tubes are
high quality with Presta valves and a
removable valve core. The 700c x 28mm
size weighs 4.36 oz. Valve length 48mm.
26 x 1.5–1.75in. | BT-10201 | $8.99
700c x 28–32mm | BT-10202 | $8.99
700c x 35–43mm | BT-10203 | $8.99
700c x 50–56mm (29 x 1.9–2.3) | BT-10208 | $10.99

This frame pump for road
bikes morphs into a floor pump
that makes filling up those
high-pressure skinny tires
a breeze while on the road.
The inline pump gauge reads
pressure and inflates to 120 PSI
effortlessly. Quickly converts
between Presta and Schrader
valves. Weighs 9.2 oz.
BT-1051 | $54.95

The Schwalbe Marathon tires
incorporate light-reflecting
sidewalls for better visibility
and also utilize a Silica
compound for easy rolling
and longer life. It’s the most
puncture-resistant pneumatic
tire on the market.
700c x 28mm | 750g | PSI 80–110 | BT-1908-1 | $57
700c x 32mm | 810g | PSI 65–95 | BT-1908-2 | $57
700c x 35mm | 900g | PSI 55–85 | BT-1908-3 | $57

Schwalbe Mondial
HS428 Tire

Thorn Resistant Q Tubes
Beefier tubes for thorny rides. 4mm wall
thickness in the tread area and 2mm in the
rim area. Valve length 32mm. Presta.
26 x 1.5–1.75in. | BT-10204 | $14.99
700c x 28–32mm | BT-10205 | $14.99
700c x 35–43mm | BT-10206 | $14.99

Schwalbe Marathon
Plus Tire HS440

Kool-Stop Tire Bead Jack
For those extra-tight tires that don’t want to
go onto any rims. These heavy-duty tire bead
levers are perfect for shop use or on the road.
Pulls a tight tire bead over a rim with ease.

The ultimate touring tire, made
for roads, tracks, and trails
of all continents. Featuring
a puncture protection belt,
RaceGuard, and Endurance tire
technology for a lightweight but extremely
robust constructed tire. The world is round,
ride it and enjoy it! Wire bead.
700c x 35mm | 580g | PSI 50–85 | BT-1909-1 | $43

BT-10050-1 | $17.95

Schwalbe Marathon
HS 420 Tires

Park Tool Emergency Tire Boot
The fastest, easiest, most secure way to
repair a cut or worn tire sidewall. The TB-2
is produced using a strong, waterproof vinyl
membrane with fiber weave reinforcement.
A super-strong, pressure-sensitive adhesive
assures the boot stays in place in any tubed
tire. Set of three. 3 x 1.75in.
BT-10041 | $4

Crank Brothers Speedier Tire Lever
This tire lever helps save knuckles. The
nylon Speedier lever has a protective guard
that arcs over your knuckles, helping protect
them if your hand slips when installing or
removing a tire. Weighs .92 oz.
BT-10051 | $7

Europe’s most-ridden touring
tire featuring effective
puncture protection,
durability, and excellent
handling characteristics.
26 x 1.75 in. | 875g | PSI 45–70 | BT-1901 | $41
700c x 28mm | 560g | PSI 55–110 | BT-1902 | $41
700c x 32mm | 640g | PSI 55–95 | BT-1905 | $41
700c x 35mm | 750g | PSI 50–80 | BT-1904 | $41
700c x 50mm (29 x 2) | 1080g | PSI 35–70 | BT-1907 | $47

Schwalbe Marathon
Supreme HS469

ALLY MABRY

Park Tool Vulcanizing Patch Kit
Each kit includes four 25mm diameter round
patches, two 25 x 35mm oval patches, selfvulcanizing fluid, sandpaper, and instructions in a
small plastic box. Self-vulcanizing fluid bonds the
patch to the tube at the molecular level.
BT-1064 | $3.50

The Supreme was the first
Evolution Line Marathon. Now
in its second generation, the
new OneStar compound makes
them even faster, grippier,
and puncture-proof than ever
before. Maximum comfort
and speed are achieved in this
Tubeless-Easy version featuring Schwalbe’s
top-of-the-line Evolution protection. Use
them with standard tubes or set it up
tubeless, it’s your call!
700c x 40mm | 595g | PSI 50–80 | BT-1962 | $84

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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At Camp

MPowerd Luci
Base Light
With 360 lumens, mobile
charging for your phone
and other devices, and up
to 50 hours on a single
charge, the Luci Base
Light is a must-have solar
lantern for any adventure.
CP-104 | $55

Luci Core

Sea to Summit Lite Line Clothesline

Task light, emergency light, and overhead light,
Luci Core does it all. With its adjustable arm, you
can direct light however you choose for up to
12 hours on a single charge. This rechargeable
solar lantern shines wherever you need it and
makes a perfect addition to any bike trip.
CP-103-1 | $19.99

Tiny and compact, this is the perfect portable
clothesline that you can take on all of your trips.
The clothesline uses two parallel cords with
rubber beads that can slide along the cords. Hang
the clothesline by wrapping each end around
a convenient suspension point, then hooking it
in place. Items to be dried can then be secured
between the two cords by sliding the beads
together. Length: 11.5 ft. weighs 1.3 oz.
CP-406-1 | $13.95

Scrubr Dish Cloth

Trekr Washcloth

Packtowl

The ultimate dish cloth, it excels at cleaning
dishes, pots, and pans. The Scrubr is quick
drying, which prevents odors and reduces
bacteria. The elastic loop makes it convenient
to hang and doubles as a compression strap
when rolled up. 7.9 x 7.9in. Weighs 18 oz. Two
pack. Colors may vary.

The ultimate travel washcloth. You never need
to wash Trekr. It rinses clean when you use
it and doesn’t hold odors even when you’re
covered in mud, sweat, and sunblock. It’s made
from QuickDri nylon material, which exfoliates,
dries crazy fast, and doesn’t get smelly. 10.6 x
10.6in. Weighs .35 oz. Two pack. Blue
BT-2181 | $8

This lightweight and compact towel dries
quickly, absorbs four times its weight, and is
treated with an antimicrobial agent to keep it
staying fresh longer. Grapefruit
Hand | 16.5 x 36in. | 2.9 oz. | BT-115-6 | $19.95
Body | 25 x 54in. | 6.4 oz. | BT-115-7 | $24.95
Beach | 36 x 59in. | 9.7 oz. | BT-115-8 | $39.95

BT-21812 | $6
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At Camp
MSR 1-2 Person Mess Kit
A dinner for two, this versatile mess
kit includes two insulated mugs,
two deep dish bowls, two folding
sporks all conveniently packaged in a
breathable mesh storage bag.
CP-5000 | $34.95

Sea to Summit X-Mug

DJ DAVROS

The X-Mug is a collapsible mug that is also
calibrated as a measuring cup. The flexible silicone
sides collapse, making this a small, compact
disc-sized dinnerware piece that nests neatly with
other X-Series dinnerware and X-Pots. Flexible
food-grade silicone side walls that can withstand
temperatures up to 300°F. Collapses flat for
compact packing. Spill-resistant and easy to pour
from. BPA-free. 2-cup capacity. Lime green
CP-105-1 | $15

Bamboo Knit Set
with Pouch

Fozzils Solo Pack
Snack Time Reusable Bag Set
The set includes three reusable snack and
sandwich bags that feature a food-safe, waterand stain-resistant liner that makes for easy
cleaning. Open: 6.5 x 9.5in. (approximately).
Folded: 6.5 x 5.5in.
BT-1105-1 | $15.99

The world’s lightest pack-flat dinnerware. Complete
three-piece set (cup, bowl, dish). Fozzils Solo
Pack is the dinnerware of choice for road touring,
bikepacking, and any other type of camping or
picnicking activity. Save space and weight, fold and
store flat. Convenient measuring lines for food prep,
easy-clean nonstick surface. A durable, reusable
alternative to disposables (BPA-free). Mist
CP-106-1 | $15

This Adventure Cycling custom
cutlery set is made from 100%
natural bamboo. Great quality,
lightweight, safe, durable, and
portable. Let your camp cooking
and eating begin! Includes fork,
spoon, knife, and chopsticks in a
rugged/washable carrying case
with carabiner. Dimensions: Pouch
9 x 2.5in. Utensils: 8 x 1.5in.
LW-891-1 | $16

Ortlieb PS10 Drybag

Adventure Medical Kits
Ultralight/Watertight
Medical Kit .5
Everything you need for most
common bicycling injuries.
Conveniently packed into a watertight
case. 6 x 4 x 1in. Weighs 4 oz.
BT-531 | $21.49

Scrubba Wash Bag
Wash clothes whenever and wherever
you want with this ulta-portable washing
machine! As a modern and convenient
take on the old-fashioned washboard,
the Scrubba Wash Bag enables you to
achieve a machine-quality wash in just
minutes. Weighs 6 oz.
BT-10311 | $55

More precise packing is
hardly possible: no more
searching for the first aid
kit, and a dry pair of socks
can be found quickly.
The waterproof bags are
made of ultra-lightweight
PS10 nylon fabric and will
compensate for lack of
waterproofness in sewn
panniers. Orange
3 Liter | BT-5914 | $20
7 Liter | BT-5915 | $22.50
12 Liter | BT-5916 | $26

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Racks and Cages

Tubus Logo Evo Rear Rack
The ultimate touring rack when heel
clearance is an issue. This rack features
a lower bag-mounting bar to improve
the center of gravity and optimize the
use of upper loading area. This design
also facilitates mounting on smaller
frames. Since bags are mounted farther
aft, they permit more heel clearance.
This model features 3D attachment
feet for improved impact absorption and
integrated screw attachment. Thinwalled steel tubes easily load enough
gear to take you across the country or
around the world. 88 lbs. load capacity.
Fits most bikes with 26in. and 700c
wheels, (max width 60mm/2.35in. Black
BT-5927 | 1.6 lbs. | $179.95

Tubus Tara Lowrider
Front Rack

Hook Loop
Needed for utilizing
hook-style panniers
on Tara front lowrider
rack.
BT-59261 | $12

This is one of the strongest lowrider
racks made. The stabilizing loop that
crosses over the tire adds strength
and rigidity to the system. The
lowrider mounting system keeps
your load’s center of gravity down,
improving your bike’s handling. This
is one of the best choices for selfsupported bicycle touring. 33 lbs.
load capacity. Fits most bikes with
26in. and 700c wheels, (max width,
50mm/1.9in.) Black
BT-5926 | 1.1 lbs. | $119.95

Salsa Anything Cage
The Salsa EXP Series Anything Cage HD is a
unique cargo mounting system that allows you to
carry lightweight gear or large bottles on forks and
down tubes that have Three-Pack mounts.
BT-1920-1 | $35

Salsa EXP Series
Anything Cage Bag
Designed to hold your gear
on the Salsa Anything
Cage and Anything Cage
HD mounting systems, this
bag protects contents from
the elements while keeping
weight low to the ground.
Features a roll-top closure
for easy accessibility, two
Hypalon daisy chains for
multiple secure attachment
points, and a molded
TPU base to keep the bag
upright even when off the
bike. 3.35L
BT-1919-1 | $35

Ortlieb Quick Rack
Transform your bike in no time from a lightweight bike into
a transport bike for shopping, commuting or touring — this
way you stay completely flexible. Fifteen seconds is all it
takes to mount the rack and only five seconds to remove
it again. The struts with a diameter of 10mm support a
payload of up to 20 kilograms (40 pounds). The Quick
Rack is of course suitable for use with all Ortlieb fixation
systems so that you can combine it with any Ortlieb bag.
Thanks to the two hanging levels and a platform, you can
also use and fasten panniers and a basket at the same time.
Suitable for 26in. and 700c, (limited suitability for 29in.
wheels — up to max 2.35in. tire width). Weight: 20.5 oz.
BT-5930-1 | $100
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Small Bags and Panniers

Little Bike Bag Framebag
Day rides, weekend trips, or cross-country epics, wherever
you’re riding, the ‘Little Bike’ framebag is the perfect fit for
all your necessities. Outside zipper entry and velcro straps
for frame attachment, the little bike bag is soft, light, and
won’t weigh you down! Woman-owned small business, each
bag is individually crafted to perfection. 9.2 x 7 x 1.5in. Blue
BT-690-1 | Blue | $55

Kinga Handlebar Bag 2
Hudson Saddle Pack 2
The saddle bag quickly fastens
to the underside of your saddle
with super-strong fastener
straps. Stopped somewhere
on your ride and need to take it
with you? The Hudson comes
equipped with a wristlet strap
and waistband clip for easy offthe-bike carrying options. 3.25 x 7 x
3.25in. 1.2L. 0.5 lbs. One Size, Black
BT-891-3 | $25

The Kinga Handlebar Bag attaches to handlebars using
adjustable and secure velcro straps and is designed to
fit all handlebar styles. Off the bike, it converts into a
crossbody bag to carry with you throughout your day.
From cross-country tours to quick trips to the store, it’s
the perfect bag! Includes one adjustable and detachable
shoulder strap. 9 x 5.25 x 3.5in. 1.8L. 0.5 lbs. Black or Blue
BLACK | BT-890-1 | $49.99

Banjo Brothers Handlebar Bag
A great, inexpensive handlebar bag
large enough for a few snacks,
tools, and/or cell phone. Works
on the handlebars or under
the saddle. 2L capacity with a
reflective strip over a two-way
reinforced zipper. Black
BT-400-1 | $18

Banjo Brothers
Saddlebag Panniers: Pair
Ortlieb Saddle-Bag Two High Visibility
This ultra-bright seat pack offers a real payload and
comes with a convenient adapter system for quick and
easy attachment. Made of a highly reflective fabric in
neon yellow and black, the waterproof Saddle-Bag Two
High Visibility is a redesigned Ortlieb classic that offers
enhanced safety. With a 4.1-liter payload, the pack is
spacious enough to replace a small backpack. The SaddleBag Two High Visibility is ideal for road bikers, mountain
bikers, and other bikers who want a standalone pack or
additional stowage space for longer tours. Not suitable for
carbon seat posts and carbon saddles!
BT-5929-1 | High Visibility | 4.1 L | $65

One-piece saddlebag design is
easy-on and easy-off. It’s ideal
for commuting or a weekend trip
to a nearby B&B. The bags are
water resistant and low profile,
so they won’t slow you down.
The pannier will also fit a wide
eBike rack up to 6.5in. The fit
will be snug, but the bag owner
can trim 1/4in. off the internal
p.e. board stiffener to create an
extra 1/2in. slack. File this under
the more you know.”
BT-1080-1| 1500 cu. in. | $75

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Revelate Bikepacking Bags
Revelate Designs Tangle Framebag

Revelate Designs
Ranger Framebag
The Ranger is a workhorse of a
framebag. Designed to make use of the
full triangle, the Ranger is an off-theshelf bag that fits a huge range of standard
mountain and fat bike geometries. Revelate used its
wealth of knowledge from years of custom bag building to deliver
on a bomber, feature-rich bag that you can swap to different
frames for years to come. Black
SMALL – XLARGE $165
Small | 12 oz. | 6L | BT-40115-1 Medium | 13 oz. | 7.3L | BT-40115-2
Large | 15 oz. | 8.6L | BT-40115-3 XLarge | 17 oz. | 10L | BT-40115-4

These bags are adjustable, rectangular-shaped framebags that leave
room for water bottle mounts on the frame. Designed to fit a variety of
frames, these bags can be used for everyday riding, gravel grinders, and
big trips. The main compartment features an exit port for a hydration
tube or battery wire and a left-side pocket that holds tools and maps.
The downtube area is padded with closed-cell foam. Black
Small (for 15–18in. mountain bikes or larger aluminum frames,
some 4-bar full-suspension bikes, and 52–56cm road & cross bikes)
BT-4002 | Top Length: 17in. | Height: 4in. | 3.5L | $105
Medium (for 17–21in. hardtail mountain bikes & cross bikes)
BT-4001 | Top Length: 19.5in. | Height: 4.5in. | 4L | $105
Large (for 55–60cm road & touring bikes)
BT-4000 | Top Length: 21in. | Height: 6in. | 6L | $105

Revelate Designs Terrapin Drybag
The Terrapin drybag is made from 200 denier
urethane-coated nylon with flat-taped seams.
Now with an air relief valve. Volume: 14L with
three rolls of the closure. Black
BT-40113 | 4.5 oz. | 14L | $39

Revelate Designs Spinelock
16L Seatbag
The most stable, low-profile mounted, featureloaded, waterproof seatbag available. Features
a one-way air purge valve, rear light slots,
loop and bungee deck, and an external plastic
bottom with a new patented attachment system.
Stability was the driving element in the design
process. If you want something you can pack and
forget, the Spinelock is your seatbag. Black
BT-4021-1 | 16L | $185

Revelate Designs Mag-Tank
A new twist on top tube bags. Instead of a
zippered opening, access to the bag is by a
smartly contoured top flap held in place by a
magnetic buckle with mechanical engagement.
Not waterproof. Black
BT-40116 | 8.5 x 5 x 2.5in. | 4.5 oz. | $59

Revelate
Designs
Gas Tank
Top-tube–mounted
bag for quick,
one-handed
access while riding. Fill it with M&Ms, tools, a
camera, or any other small necessity. Made from
lightweight waterproof fabric and features a
hook-and-loop interior divider. Black
BT-4003 | 9 x 2.5 x 5in. | 3.5 oz. | $59

Revelate Designs Shrew Seatbag
Built for any ride on any terrain: gravel,
singletrack, road, snow, whatever. The Shrew
carries spare clothing, gear, tools, and snacks
for the long haul with ease. It packs a mighty 3L
capacity and weighs just 4.5 oz. Plus, stay safe
and visible in the all new Hi-vis Green.
BT-4012-1 | $69
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Revelate
Designs
Jerrycan
Small rear-mountspecific bag to max out
your carrying space.
It’s narrow — only 2in. wide — so
your legs don’t hit it when pedaling.
Good for carrying spares, tools, or food.
BT-4009 | 35 cu. in. | 2.6 oz. | $49

Order & See More Details Online: adventurecycling.org/store or Call 800.721.8719, 8am–5 pm MST, M–F

Revelate Bikepacking Bags

Revelate Designs Sweet Roll
Handlebar-mounted bag combining the mounting harness and bag as a
single unit. Customizable with pockets and a holder for a SPOT device.
Sweet Roll Medium | BT-4010 | 850 cu. in. | 11 liter | $115

ASA ROGERS

Revelate Designs Harness
A rigid mount designed to carry dry bags,
stuff sacks, or other cylindrical objects
on your handlebars. Molded-rubber
spacer blocks offset from handlebars,
alleviating lever and cable interference.
Dual fiberglass cross bars provide
lateral stiffness to the outward straps
— top and bottom. Dense three-layer,
closed-cell foam construction with
slip-proof gripping material on inner
face. Optional straps for front pocket
attachment — use them if you need
them, or strip it down. Features camlocking center strap. 15 lbs. weight limit.
BT-4007 | $95

Revelate Jones Loop Bar Kit

Revelate Designs Egress
Handlebar Bag
The Egress Pocket is a waterproof, seamwelded rolltop handlebar bag. It integrates
with the Sweetroll and Harness, or can be
used standalone on the handlebars with the
included strap kit. The side profile of the Egress
is curved slightly to contour around the main dry
bag so the bags nest well when the straps are
tightened. It features a removable padded liner,
giving you the option to protect electronics, and
has a small zippered pocket.
BT-4006 | 175 cu. in. | 10 oz. | $75

Revelate Designs Mountain Feed Bag
Easy access to food on the go! The Feed Bag
is made with a foam-laminated material for
structure and features dual side-stretch-mesh
pockets and drawstring closure. Mounts to
handlebar and stem, and features a lower
tension strap that wraps around the fork crown.
The bags integrate with Revelate handlebar
systems; a simple loop lets you attach the feed
bag to the mounting points of the Revelate
Harness, saving valuable handlebar space.
Made in the USA. Black
BT-4004 | 4 x 6.25 x 3 in. | 3.6 oz. | $55

Adapts the Sweet Roll bag to mount entirely to
the Jones Loop H-Bar — no frame connection
needed. Recommended for bikepacking and
riding technical trails.
BT-40101 | $10

Revelate Designs
Pocket Clips
Simple velcro loops
and buckles that
match the male and
female on the pocket.
Sold as a pair.
BT-40073 | $9

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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Ortlieb Bags & Panniers
Bike-Packer
Classic – Rear
These rear panniers are
constructed from a waterproof
polyester fabric with a lid closure
and the QL1 mounting system,
which fits racks up to 16mm.
An internal pocket has been
added, the attached handles
allow for easy carrying, and the
3M Scotchlite reflectors add
increased visibility. Shoulder
strap included. Red/Black
BT-5923 | 16.5 x 12.6 x 6.7in. |
4 lbs. | 2441 cu. in./pair | $200/pair

Sport-Packer
Classic – Universal
A smaller version of the BikePacker, the Sport-Packer Classic
features the same waterproof
fabric, lid closure, and QL1
mounting system. Red/Black
BT-5913 | 15.7 x 9.8 x 5.5in. |
3.3 lbs. | 1831 cu. in./pair | $185/pair

Ortlieb pannier replacement/repair parts
available at adventurecycling.org/store

Ortlieb Commuter Insert
for Panniers
If you use an Ortlieb Back-Roller,
Bike-Packer, or Velo-Shopper for
your ride to work, you may want
to consider the advantages of the
Commuter Insert. You pack the
Commuter Insert at home — with
your laptop, lunchbox, documents,
water bottle, pens, smartphone,
change of shoes, etc. — and then
simply insert it into your pannier.
The advantage is that everything
stays well organized, nothing goes
mysteriously missing, and nothing
hides in the depths of your bag. And
so you save time and avoid those
nervous moments of uncertainty.
While the Commuter Insert is ideal
for commuters, it’s great to use to
organize your gear while on long- (or
short-) distance tours.
BT-5928-1 | Gray | $55

High Visibility
Sport-Roller
(front or back)
A smaller version of the Hi-Vis
pannier, the universal pannier
features the same PU-laminated
Cordura with interwoven
reflective yarn, inner pockets,
reflectors, and a shoulder strap.
The panniers use Ortlieb’s QL2.1
mounting system (fits up to 16mm
racks) and are dustproof and
waterproof. Neon Yellow/Black
BT-5931 | 11.8 x 9.8 x 5.5 in. |
3.17 lbs. | 1526 cu. in./pair | $220/pair

Back-Roller Classic
Rear pannier with roll closure, QL1
system, PVC-coated polyester
fabric, integrated inner pocket, and
large reflectors. Shoulder strap
included. For rack diameters up to
16mm. Yellow/Black
BT-5925 | 16.5 x 12.6 x 6.7in. |
4.2 lbs. | 2441 cu. in./pair | $200/pair

Sport-Roller Classic
Universal pannier with roll
closure for front, lowrider,
or rear racks. QL1 system
fits rack diameters up to
16mm. Features PVC-coated
polyester fabric, inner pocket,
and reflectors. Shoulder strap
included. Yellow/Black
BT-5924 | 11.8 x 9.8 x 5.5in. |
3.5 lbs. | 1526 cu. in./pair | $175/pair
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High Visibility
Back-Roller
These panniers are made highly
visible using a PU-laminated Cordura
with interwoven reflective yarn
(when you shine a light on these in
the dark, they glow). Dustproof and
waterproof with superior visibility
and performance in wet weather
conditions. The panniers include inner
pockets, reflectors, and a shoulder
strap, and use Ortlieb’s QL2.1
mounting system (fits up to 16mm
racks). Neon Yellow/Black
BT-5932 | 16.5 x 12.6 x 6.7in. |
3.7 lbs. | 2441 cu. in./pair | $300/pair

Ortlieb Stealth Buckle Set E146
Stealth buckle 25mm, one set (one male and one female)
for replacement closures on Back-Roller/Front-Roller
top cross straps (all models ’99 and above).
BT-59024 | $4

Order & See More Details Online: adventurecycling.org/store or Call 800.721.8719, 8am–5 pm MST, M–F

Ortlieb Bags & Panniers
Ortlieb Ultimate 6
Handlebar Bag-5L
Smaller than the regular Ultimate 6 bag with the
same features. Made of durable and waterproof
polyester fabric and featuring a 5L payload, the bag
offers you plenty of space for your valuables and
everything else you need to be able to access quickly
while out for a ride. Mount sold separately. Black
BT-59271 | 9.4 x 5.3 x 5.1in. | 1.47 lbs. | 305 cu. in. | $100

Ortlieb Ulimate 6 Hi-Vis
Handlebar Bag-7L
Made with a PU-laminated Cordura with
interwoven reflective yarn, this bag features a
rigid lid, removable inner pocket, shoulder strap,
and reflector. Mounts with the included Klickfix
system, which fits bars up to 1.25in. or 31.8mm.
Mount sold separately. Neon Yellow/Black
BT-5933 | 8.3 x 9.3 x 5.5in. | 1.5 lbs. | 366 cu. in. | $165

Ortlieb Ultimate 6 Classic
Handlebar Bag-7L
Ortlieb’s classic waterproof handlebar bag made from
polyester and Cordura features a removable inner
pocket, shoulder strap, and reflector. The lid is created
to be rigid and the bag uses the included Klickfix
mounting system, which fits handlebars up to 1.25in.
or 31.8mm. Mount sold separately. Not compatible
with carbon bars.
Yellow/Black
BT-5907 | 8.3 x 9.3 x 5.5in. | 1.5 lbs. | 366 cu. in. | $110
Red/Black
BT-5903 | 8.3 x 9.3 x 5.5in. | 1.5 lbs. | 366 cu. in. | $110

Ortlieb Ultimate 6
Accessory Mount Adapter
Multifunctional two-part mounting support
for light, speedometer, or eBike display.
It can be fixed individually or in pairs with
the Ultimate 6 mounting system. Height
adjustable; alignment can be adjusted up or
down to create additional space on the bar.
25.4mm clamp diameter.
BT-59031 | $25

Extra Handlebar
Mount for Ultimate 2-6
Extra mounting set for the Ortlieb
Ultimate Series Handlebar Bags. If you
have more than one bike,
this allows you to switch
the bag from bike to
bike. Compatible with
Ultimate 2 thru 6
models. Unsuitable
for carbon
handlebars.
BT-5905 | $35

Ortlieb Ultimate
4-6 Mounting Set
Replacement Cable

Ortlieb Fork-Pack
Ortlieb’s Fork-Pack is a waterproof fork bag with roll-top
closure featuring the new QLS adapter system. Weighing
just 290g (including adapter), the fork pack offers
approximately 4.1L of additional storage space for
bikepacking. With the help of the QLS adapter, this
ultralight bag can be mounted on forks with eyelets
or cage mounts intended for this purpose, as well as on
forks without cage mounts as long as the fork blades sport a
constant diameter of 30–42mm. Sold individually.
BT-5940-1 | 4.1L | 290g | $60/each

Replacement cable for
Ortlieb Ultimate 4/5/6
mounting systems.
BT-59061 | $9

Map Case
Designed to
attach with
clips on top of
the Ultimate 6
handlebar bag.
BT-5911 | $35

Ortlieb Waterproof Trunk Bag RC
A perfect trunk bag for a cross-country epic as well as a grocery store run with the
family. Thanks to the Top-Lock adapter, initial installation is done in a jiffy, and during
use, attaching and detaching the bags from the luggage rack is child's play due to the
unlocking handles on both sides. The Top-Lock adapter will fit most racks and can
accommodate rack widths of 80mm to 160mm, a tube diameters between 8mm to
16mm, i.e., 99% of standard rear racks currently on the market. The Trunk-Bag sports a
12L volume and can carry loads up to 10kg/22 lbs.
BT-5922 | 11 x 15 x 7 in. | 29.1 oz | 732 cu. in. | Gray | $140

Your purchase makes a difference, thank you!
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How to Order

Online: adventurecycling.org/store
CALL TOLL-FREE
800.721.8719
8am–5pm (MST), Monday–Friday
FAX
406.721.8754, 24 hours a day
PAYMENT
We accept checks, money orders, Visa, MasterCard, American Express, and Discover
• Make checks payable to Adventure Cycling Association
• Credit Cards: List all digits, expiration date, and sign in the space provided
• Foreign Orders: American Express, Discover, Paypal
DOMESTIC ORDERS/SHIPPING FEES
Free shipping for all orders $100 or more within the contiguous U.S.
NON-MEMBER/OUTSIDE CONTIGUOUS U.S. SHIPPING & HANDLING FEES
ORDER AMOUNT................................... FEE

$.01 – $31.50................ $8.00
$31.51 – $50.................. $10.75
$50 – $100..................... $14.75
$100 – $200.................. $16.75
$200 – $300..................$20.75
$300 and above........... $24.75
• Note: non-map orders over $375 require a signature.
Note: Map purchases (up to 20 individual sections) and jerseys and apparel (max. 1 unit) will cost a
flat rate of $8.00 with some exceptions. Please call with questions or to confirm shipping costs before
mailing in order.
• Prices for UPS 3-day service (our fastest oversized shipping option) will be considerably higher.
SHIPPING & HANDLING (S&H) FOREIGN ORDERS
Payment must be made with Visa, MasterCard, or American Express.
• Customers must pay all duties, taxes, or customs fees
• From outside the U.S. call 406.721.8719
• International shipping rates are 2x (at a minimum) the normal shipping & handling fees (50% more to
Canada/Mexico) and are subject to adjustment
CUSTOMER SERVICE & PRODUCT QUESTIONS
If you have any questions about your order or any of our catalog items, call 800.721.8719, 8am –5pm, MST,
M–F, or write us including your name, membership number, address, daytime phone, and order number. You
can also email: cyclosource@adventurecycling.org.
RETURNS
All items are guaranteed to give you complete satisfaction. If an item does not meet your expectations,
you may return it within 45 days of receipt provided they are in new unused condition with the original
packaging materials. Please package it carefully and ship it fully insured to:

Adventure Cycling Returns
150 East Pine Street
Missoula, MT 59802-4515
All prices are subject to manufacturers’ changes without prior notice due. See our online store for up-to -date pricing,
availability, and further product information: https://www.adventurecycling.org/cyclosource-store.
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Yo u r p u rc h a s e
re n c e
m a k e s a d i f fe s ,
t o o u r pro g ra m
thank y o u !

MICHELLE TROTTER

150 E. Pine Street, Missoula, MT 59802
adventurecycling.org • 800.755.2453
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Long Weekend. Big Adventure.
Whether you’re new to bicycle travel or have been doing it for years, a long
weekend adventure is the perfect way to get out and explore by bike.
From East Coast to West Coast, Adventure Cycling offers amazing 4-day
tours with all the plans in place so you can get out and ride!

Find your ride at aca.bike/longweekend

